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„Alles Wissen und alle Vermehrung unseres Wissens endet 
nicht mit einem Schlusspunkt, sondern mit Fragezeichen. Ein 
Plus an Wissen bedeutet ein Plus an Fragstellungen und jede 
von ihnen wird immer wieder von neuen Fragestellungen 
abgelöst.“

Hermann Hesse, Auszug aus Brief von 1937
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Abstract

Mollusk shells meet nearly all requirements of an ideal climate archive. For example, 
mollusks have an exceptionally wide geographical distribution, occurring from boreal 
to tropical regions as well as from the deep sea to the near shore. Shell parameters, 
such as the geochemical composition, vary relative to the physico-chemical state of 
the ambient water and thus record the prevailing environmental conditions during 
growth. Each shell portion and the corresponding proxy information can be precisely 
temporally aligned via annual, daily or circatidal growth patterns. Since growth of 
contemporaneous specimens of the same region is highly synchronized, annual growth 
increment chronologies can be combined into so-called master chronologies that allow 
high-resolution paleoclimate reconstruction over centuries and millennia. Hence, 
mollusk shells can provide means to study climate variability with a geographical and 
temporal resolution that is superior to other paleoclimatic archives.

 However, quantified estimates of water temperature from mollusk shells are 
still limited. In fact, the only accepted paleothermometer, δ18Oshell, is a dual proxy that 
simultaneously records temperature and oxygen isotopic composition of the ambient 
water and thus only provides accurate environmental reconstructions if either of them 
is known. Other, less frequently applied temperature proxies such as growth rates, trace 
element ratios or clumped isotopes are likewise influenced by multiple parameters 
and need further refinements before they can be routinely applied. Consequently, it 
is currently impossible to benefit from the full potential offered by mollusk shells. 
This study tackles this deficit by developing new and optimizing existing proxies. 
Special emphasis is put on shell microstructures, element-to-element as well as  
Sr/Cashell ratios. Results are presented in three manuscripts, published (submitted in the 
case of manuscript III) in international, peer-reviewed scientific journals.

 The first manuscript explores if shell microstructures of cultured specimens 
of the freshwater gastropod Viviparus viviparus are temperature-sensitive and may 
thus serve as an alternative temperature proxy. When water temperature was cold 
and variable, crossed-lamellar microstructures, i.e., the predominating microstructure 
in shells of V. viviparus, were highly unordered and heterogeneous. During warm 
and stable conditions, however, crossed-lamellar structures displayed a much 
more ordered and homogenous appearance. If new shell material was formed onto  
pre-existing, well-ordered crossed-lamellar structures, shell microstructures were 
always homogenous and ordered, irrespective of the prevailing temperature. It is 
hypothesized that the growth front forms an organic template that guides the appearance 
of crossed-lamellar structures. If this template is missing, for example when new 
material is formed de novo along the ventral margin, it is primarily the environment 
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that controls the appearance of the microstructure. Hence, microstructures of specific 
shell portions can likely be used to estimate water temperature during growth.

 Manuscript II tests if Sr/Lishell ratios in shells of the common cockle 
Cerastoderma edule can potentially serve as proxy for water temperature. Using  
LA-ICP-MS, strontium and lithium concentrations in shells of live-collected specimens 
from the intertidal zone of the North Sea (Schillig, Germany), were determined for the 
growing season of 2013 and compared to temperature records and other instrumental 
data. As expected, Sr/Cashell and Li/Cashell were vitally affected. However, Sr/Lishell 

ratios were strongly negatively and linearly correlated with water temperature, 
with up to 81% of explained variability. It was possible to reconstruct temperature 
based on Sr/Li to the nearest ±1.5 °C. It is hypothesized that normalizing Sr/Cashell to  
Li/Cashell mathematically reduces vital effects that hamper the application of traditional 
element/Cashell ratios as reliable proxies for water temperature in mollusk shells.

 Manuscript III aims to advance Sr/Cashell ratios as proxy for water temperature 
in bivalve shells. In order to understand why strontium concentrations of bivalves 
are challenging to interpret, ultra-high-resolution geochemical and microstructural 
analyses were performed in a shell of Cerastoderma edule collected alive from 
the intertidal zone of the North Sea (Schillig, Germany). Results of this study 
demonstrate that strontium and sulfur (S = proxy for organics) are heterogeneously 
distributed and co-vary with microstructural changes. For example, circatidal growth 
lines of the outer portion of the outer shell layer (= irregular simple prisms; 2.9  
± 0.4 mmol/mol) contained much higher Sr levels than portions between consecutive 
growth lines (= growth increments; nondenticular prismatic structure; 2.5 ± 0.2  
mmol/mol). In contrast, S/Cashell ratios displayed an inverted pattern with higher values 
at circatidal increments (2.4 ± 0.3 mmol/mol) and lower values at circatidal growth lines  
(2.1 ± 0.5 mmol/mol). It is hypothesized that microstructures or processes controlling 
their formation control the incorporation of Sr2+ ions into the shell. A lower sampling 
resolution that does not resolve these fine-scaled variations is therefore likely to result 
in Sr/Cashell ratios inadequate for temperature reconstructions, because strontium 
values of shell portions with different microstructures are averaged. It is suggested 
that Sr/Cashell-based temperature estimates can likely be improved by limiting chemical 
analyses to shell portions with the same microstructure.

 This study proposes two alternatives to estimate water temperature from 
mollusk shells that aim to make better use of this highly versatile climate archive. The 
new proxies need to be rigorously tested in subsequent studies. Moreover, results of 
this study emphasize that a detailed knowledge on biomineralization of mollusk shells 
is required to improve the accuracy of temperature estimates.
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Zusammenfassung

Molluskenschalen erfüllen nahezu alle Anforderungen eines idealen Klimaarchivs. 
So haben Mollusken beispielsweise eine außerordentlich weite geographische 
Verbreitung mit Vorkommen in borealen bis in tropischen Regionen sowie in der 
Tiefsee bis in die Gezeitenzone. Während des Wachstums variieren verschiedene 
Schalenparameter, wie etwa die geochemische Zusammensetzung, relativ zur 
physikochemischen Beschaffenheit des umgebenden Wassers und zeichnen so die 
vorherrschenden Umweltbedingungen zur Zeit der Schalenbildung auf. Mittels 
Schalenzuwachsmustern, welche im Rhythmus von Jahreszeiten, Tag/Nacht-Zyklen 
oder Gezeiten gebildet werden, ist es möglich, Schalenbereiche und darin enthaltene 
Umweltinformationen zeitlich exakt einzugliedern. Da das Wachstum koexistierender 
Individuen derselben Region synchron verläuft, lassen sich jährliche Wachstumsmuster 
verschiedener Individuen verknüpfen, sodass die klimatische Entwicklung über 
tausende von Jahren hinweg verfolgt werden kann.

 Die Rekonstruktion absoluter Wassertemperaturen durch die Analyse von 
Molluskenschalen ist jedoch nach wie vor eine Herausforderung. So ist beispielsweise 
der einzig weithin anerkannte Indikator für Wassertemperatur, δ18OSchale, gleichzeitig 
von der Sauerstoffisotopenzusammensetzung und der Temperatur des Wassers 
beeinflusst. Verlässliche Umweltrekonstruktionen sind dementsprechend nur 
möglich, wenn eine der beiden Variablen bekannt ist. Andere, weniger häufig 
genutzte Methoden, wie beispielsweise Schalenzuwachsraten oder das Verhältnis von 
Spurenelementen bzw. Isotopologen, sind ebenfalls meist von mehreren Parametern 
beeinflusst und bedürfen vor einer routinemäßigen Anwendung noch weiterer 
Verbesserungen. Folglich ist es derzeit nicht möglich das Potential des Klimaarchivs 
„Molluskenschale“ voll auszuschöpfen. Das Ziel dieser Studie ist es, dieses Defizit 
durch die Entwicklung neuer sowie die Verbesserung vorhandener Methoden zur 
Rekonstruktion der Wassertemperatur zu beheben. Schwerpunkte liegen insbesondere 
auf Schalenmikrostrukturen, Element/ElementSchale- sowie Sr/CaSchale-Verhältnissen. 
Die Ergebnisse dazu werden in drei Manuskripten präsentiert, welche in internationalen 
Fachzeitschriften publiziert sind (Manuskript III ist eingereicht).

 Manuskript I dokumentiert Untersuchungen zu einer möglichen 
Temperatursensitivität der Schalenmikrostruktur gehälterter Individuen des 
Süßwassergastropoden Viviparus viviparus. Es wurde beobachtet, dass kühle, stark 
schwankende Wassertemperaturen zur Bildung ungeordneter und heterogener 
kreuzlamellarer Strukturen führten, wohingegen geordnete und homogene Strukturen 
mit gleichbleibend warmen Wassertemperaturen im Zusammenhang standen. 
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Wurde neues Schalenmaterial auf bereits vorhandenen, geordneten Mikrostrukturen 
abgelagert, so waren diese neuen Schalenbereiche unabhängig von der vorherrschenden 
Wassertemperatur immer von geordneten homogenen Mikrostrukturen geprägt. Aus 
diesen Beobachtungen folgt die Annahme, dass die Wachstumsfront ein organisches 
Templat formt, welches einen starken Einfluss auf die Mikrostruktur des neuen 
Schalenbereiches hat. Wenn neues Material, wie beispielsweise am ventralen 
Schalenrand, de novo geformt wird, ist dieses Templat nicht vorhanden und die 
Mikrostrukturen werden maßgeblich durch die vorherrschenden Umweltbedingungen 
beeinflusst. Mikrostrukturen bestimmter Schalenbereiche könnten also möglicherweise 
zur Abschätzung der Wassertemperatur während der Schalenbildung genutzt werden.

 In Manuskript II wird diskutiert, ob das Verhältnis von Strontium zu Lithium 
(Sr/LiSchale) in Schalen der gemeinen Herzmuschel Cerastoderma edule möglicherweise 
zur Rekonstruktion von Wassertemperaturen geeignet ist. Dafür wurden Sr- und  
Li-Konzentrationen der Wachstumssaison 2013 in Schalen lebend aus der Gezeitenzone 
der Nordsee (Schillig, Deutschland) gesammelter Individuen mittels LA-ICP-MS 
bestimmt, zeitlich alieniert und mit einem umfangreichen Umweltdatensatz verglichen. 
Wie erwartet erwiesen sich Sr/CaSchale- und Li/CaSchale-Verhältnisse als stark biologisch 
beeinflusst. Nichtsdestotrotz korrelierten Sr/LiSchale-Werte stark negativ und linear 
mit der Wassertemperatur, welche bis zu 81% deren Variabilität erklärte. Es war 
möglich, die vorherrschende Wassertemperatur zur Zeit der Schalenbildung mit einer 
durchschnittlichen Genauigkeit von ±1,5 °C zu rekonstruieren. Die Ergebnisse lassen 
vermuten, dass die Normierung von Sr/CaSchale- zu Li/CaSchale-Werten mathematisch zu 
einer Verringerung der biologischen Effekte führt, die für gewöhnlich die Anwendung 
von Element/CaSchale-Werten als Temperaturindikator verhindern.

 Die in Manuskript III vorgestellten Untersuchungen tragen zu einem 
besseren Verständnis der Verteilung von Strontium in Molluskenschalen und so zu 
einer optimierten Anwendbarkeit von Sr/CaSchale-Verhältnissen als Indikator der 
Wassertemperatur bei. Dazu wurden an der Schale von Cerastoderma edule räumlich 
extrem hoch aufgelöste geochemische und mikrostrukturelle Analysen durchgeführt. 
Strontium- und Schwefel-Konzentrationen (S = Anzeiger für Organikgehalt) 
waren heterogen verteilt und variierten mit mikrostrukturellen Veränderungen. So 
wurden besonders hohe Strontiumwerte an ungefähr im Tidenrhythmus gebildeten 
Wachstumslinien gemessen (äußere äußere Schalenlage; irreguläre simple Prismen; 
2,9 ± 0,4 mmol/mol), während dazwischenliegende Bereiche deutlich geringere 
Werte aufwiesen (= Wachstumsinkrement; nicht-dentikulare prismatische Struktur; 
2,5 ± 0,2 mmol/mol). S/CaSchale-Verhältnisse zeigten ein gegensätzliches Muster, mit 
erhöhten Werten in den Wachstumsinkrementen (2,4 ± 0,3 mmol/mol) im Vergleich zu 
niedrigeren Werten an den ungefähr im Tidenrhythmus geformten Wachstumslinien 
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(2,1 ± 0,5 mmol/mol). Der enge Zusammenhang zwischen Schalenmikrostruktur, 
Sr/CaSchale- sowie S/CaSchale-Verhältnissen lässt vermuten, dass Mikrostrukturen, 
beziehungsweise Prozesse, die deren Bildung steuern, ebenfalls den Einbau von 
Strontium-Ionen in die Schale der C. edule beeinflussen. Analytische Verfahren mit 
geringer räumlicher Auflösung können diese kleinräumigen Strontiumvariationen 
vermutlich nicht auflösen. Entsprechend sind die so ermittelten Sr/CaSchale-Werte 
höchstwahrscheinlich nicht zur Temperaturrekonstruktion geeignet, da sie lediglich 
Mittelwerte von Schalenbereichen unterschiedlicher Mikrostrukturen darstellen. 
Es ist daher anzunehmen, dass eine optimierte Beprobungsstrategie, bei der nur 
geochemische Daten der gleichen Mikrostruktur erfasst werden, die Applikation von 
Sr/CaSchale-Verhältnissen als Temperaturindikator verbessern könnte.

 Die vorliegende Studie präsentiert zwei alternative Methoden der 
Temperaturrekonstruktion aus Molluskenschalen, die die Anwendungsmöglichkeiten 
dieses vielseitigen Klimaarchivs deutlich erweitern könnten. Um das Potential der 
beiden Möglichkeiten zu evaluieren, bedarf es weiterer, ausgiebiger Tests. Zusätzlich 
verdeutlicht diese Studie, dass ein detailliertes Wissen der Biomineralisation von 
Molluskenschalen maßgeblich zu einer erhöhten Genauigkeit rekonstruierter 
Temperaturen beitragen kann.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction

1.1  On the importance of climate reconstructions

Homo sapiens has unambiguously changed the global climate, amongst others, through 
the escalating emission of greenhouse gases. According to the IPCC (2014), this has 
contributed to the rise in globally averaged annual temperature of 0.85 °C over the 
last century (1880 – 2012). Even though the absolute temperature increase appears 
marginal, the impact on nature and humankind is clearly visible. This is alarming 
as the majority of numerical climate models predict an even stronger temperature 
increase during the 21st century. Besides this gradual warming trend, the number of 
climatic extremes has increased since the 1950s (IPCC, 2014).

 To understand modern global warming, we need to progress our knowledge of 
climate forcings and distinguish natural from man-made climate changes. Therefore, 
we have to put current climate extremes into context with climate anomalies of the 
(geological) past, specifically the most relevant climate factor, i.e., temperature.  
Whereas modern temperatures can be readily studied from instrumental records, 
comparisons to deep-time climates depend on the accuracy of temperature 
reconstructions based on proxy data recorded in paleoclimate archives (Mann et al., 
2008). Many climate archives were periodically formed by biogenic or abiogenic 
processes. Thus, the proxy data contained in these archives can be precisely temporally 
aligned. Prominent examples for abiogenic climate archives are ice cores (Johnsen 
et al., 1992; Dansgaard et al., 1993; Petit et al., 1999), speleothems (Hellstrom et 
al., 1998; Vollweiler et al., 2006; Scholz et al., 2012) as well as layered marine and 
freshwater sediments (Kissel et al., 1999; Lamy et al., 1999; Sirocko et al., 2013; 
Anhäuser et al., 2014). Biogenic climate archives include tree-rings (Briffa et al., 
1990; D’Arrigo et al., 2001; Roig et al., 2001; Esper et al., 2002; Büntgen et al., 2009), 
corals (Beck et al., 1992; Mitsugushi et al., 1996; Goodkin et al., 2008), microfossils 
(Kennett and Ingram, 1995; Zachos et al., 2001), fish otoliths (Patterson, 1999; Ivany 
et al., 2000; Vanhove et al., 2011) and mollusks (Davenport, 1938; Jones, 1983; 
Witbaard et al., 1997; Schöne et al., 2005a). Depending on the respective paleoclimate 
archive, temperature estimates are often inferred from stable isotopes (e.g., δ18O, δD, 
Δ47) and/or element ratios (e.g., Sr/Ca, Mg/Ca). Furthermore, layer thickness can 
inform about the environmental conditions prevailing during formation (e.g., shell 
growth increment width, tree-ring widths, sediment layer thickness).

 Proxy-based temperature reconstructions have been successfully applied 
to climate archives that cover long (geological) time-scales and provide a decadal 
to millennial resolution (Petit et al., 1999; Zachos et al., 2001; Mann et al., 2008). 
Whereas the understanding of long-term climate oscillations greatly benefitted from 
these particularly long time-series, temperature extremes as well as climate fluctuations 
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on shorter timescales are still poorly understood. This is especially true for the marine 
extratropical regime, where the majority of climate archives are either absent or do not 
provide a sufficiently temporal resolution. Reconstructing the climate variability of 
these regions with high temporal resolution can help to understand climate processes 
operating between the tropics and the polar regions and how these processes might 
influence the global climate system. Furthermore, as short-term climate events turned 
out to be particularly hazardous, it is of high importance to understand how these 
phenomena emerge and evolve.

 In order to improve the understanding of short-term climate variability, 
quantifiable proxies are urgently needed. If such tools existed, temporally highly 
resolved climate reconstructions from the distant past could serve as a laboratory 
for short-term climate variations. This would allow studying how short-term climate 
extremes changed over time and how they impacted the overall climate of the Earth. 
Furthermore, sub-seasonally resolved temperature time-series could help to calibrate 
and validate the sensitivity of numerical climate models and thus optimize estimates 
of future climate change.

1.2  Mollusk shells – an extraordinary paleoclimate archive

Mollusk shells are versatile archives, which record climate information with 
particularly high temporal resolution. Furthermore, not only do mollusks inhabit 
freshwater and marine environments, they also occur in various water depths ranging 
from deep-sea to shallow coastal habitats and live in high and low latitudes. Thus, 
sclerochronological analysis1 of mollusk shells can provide means to explore the 
climate of the Earth with a geographical and temporal resolution that is superior to 
other paleoclimate archives.

 Mollusk shells are accretionary hardparts composed of a mixture of 
carbonatic and organic substances (see chapter 1.3 for details). The addition of 
new shell material along the inner shell surface and the ventral margin occurs 
periodically. When viewed under reflected light, fast growth usually results in broad 
whitish increments, whereas dark and narrow growth lines are associated with slow 
growth. The periodicity of growth patterns is defined by endogenous timekeeping 
mechanisms (biological clocks), which approximately mirror environmental cycles 
(e.g., light/dark cycle; food availability; temperature), through which they are  
constantly reset (Schöne, 2008). For example, in many species annual growth lines 

1 Study of accretionary formed biogenic hardparts (Hudson et al., 1976).
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form when water temperature drops below or rises above species-specific thresholds. 
However, in some species the periodic annual growth line is not linked to known 
environmental signals (Schöne et al., 2005a; Walliser et al., 2015). Additionally and 
more important for this study, numerous mollusk species also form sub-seasonal growth 
patterns. For instance, specimens inhabiting the tidal zone can exhibit circalunidian 
(~24.8 h) and/or circatidal (~12.4 h) growth patterns, because shell growth is limited 
to the time when bivalves are immersed in water, i.e., during high tide (Richardson et 
al., 1979; Ohno, 1985). Circadian (~24 h) growth patterns, however, were observed in 
various mollusk species living in subtidal regimes (e.g., Clark II, 1968; Chauvaud et 
al., 2005; Schöne et al., 2005b). In some species, ultradian growth perdiods have been 
reported (Rodland et al., 2006; Guzman et al., 2007).

 Annual growth patterns allow to assign calendar years to each shell portion and 
thus to temporally align the proxy information. Sub-annual growth patterns permit a 
higher temporal control that sets mollusk shells apart from most other paleoclimate 
archives. Moreover, as growth rates are synchronized among coeval specimens 
individual chronologies can be combined into master chronologies that span over 
hundreds of years (Witbaard et al., 1997; Butler et al., 2013; Holland et al., 2014; 
Marali et al., 2015).

1.3  A brief introduction to the formation of mollusk shells

Mollusk shells consist of a complex network of organic macromolecules and CaCO3 

crystals with stunning mechanical properties. For example, the strength of nacre is 
3,000 times larger than that of pure CaCO3 (Jackson et al., 1988).

 Shell formation occurs in the inner and outer extrapallial spaces, reaction 
compartments separated from each other at the pallial line and from the ambient water 
by the inner shell surface, the outer mantle epithelium and the periostracum. It has 
been suggested that the extrapallial spaces are filled with a fluid (i.e., the extrapallial 
fluid = EPF) that contains all building materials for shell formation. Although some 
authors reported the composition of these fluids (Wada and Fujinuki, 1976; Moura 
et al., 2000; Planchon et al., 2013), the existence has been questioned (Addadi et al., 
2006; Cuif et al., 2012; Marin et al., 2012). If extrapallial fluids exist, the volume of 
these is probably rather small, because an almost direct contact between mantle and 
the calcification front has been suggested (Rousseau et al., 2009).
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 Regardless of the existence of a fluid, major components necessary for the 
formation of new shell material (i.e., primarily Ca2+ and HCO3

-) need to be transported 
from the ambient water to the site of biomineralization. Cations (predominantly 
Ca2+) likely cross the epithelial membranes via both active intracellular and passive 
intercellular pathways. Thereby, energy-consuming Ca2+-ATPase enzymes are 
suggested to promote active cation transport (Wilbur and Saleuddin, 1983; Gillikin 
et al., 2005a). Cations can also be passively transported across the mantle epithelium 
through ion-specific channels (Carré et al., 2006) or via diffusion along septate 
junctions (Bleher and Machado, 2004). It is assumed that cationic impurities (e.g., 
Mg2+, Sr2+) co-precipitated with the shell can likewise be transported via these 
calcium-specific pathways, if they have similar ionic characteristics (i.e., charge, size). 
Carbonate anions (CO3

2-) predominantly reach the site of biomineralization by passive 
diffusion as hydrogen carbonate (HCO3

-) molecules and in minor proportions as CO2 
(transformed to HCO3

- by carbonic anhydrase) from metabolic (Wilbur and Saleuddin, 
1983; Marin et al., 2012) and respiratory processes (McConnaughey and Gillikin, 
2008). Furthermore, the role of membrane-coated vesicles containing amorphous 
calcium carbonate (= ACC), trace amounts of other metal ions and organic substances 
is discussed (Addadi et al., 2003). These nano-scaled globules are assumed to function 
as precursor phase that can temporarily store but also transport components necessary 
for shell formation to the biomineralization front at which they are transformed into 
calcite or aragonite (Jacob et al., 2011; Cartwright et al., 2012). High concentrations 
of Mg2+ and specific organic components likely prevent the amorphous carbonate 
from crystallization before reaching the EPS. If ACC functions as precursor phase 
in all mollusk species and to which proportion it constitutes to the process of shell 
formation however has to be clarified.

 The process of shell formation is a prime example of a fully biologically 
controlled crystallization. Although knowledge of the underlying mechanisms is still 
in its infancy, it is commonly accepted that the type of CaCO3 polymorph as well as 
morphology, orientation, size and habit of each newly formed crystal is orchestrated via 
an inter- and intracrystalline organic matrix at the site of biomineralization (Addadi et 
al., 2006; Cuif et al., 2012; Marin et al., 2012). The minute control on morphological 
as well as mineralogical characteristics gives rise to seven different main categories 
of microstructures, which can be divided into numerous classes (see Carter and Clark, 
1985; De Paula and Silveira, 2009; Marin et al., 2012 for review). For reasons of 
geometrical simplicity and size of the individual sub-units, nacre (= mother-of-pearl) 
has become the most studied microstructure, serving as a reference microstructure to 
understand the principles of shell formation.
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 Shell formation is assumed to begin with mantle epithelial cells secreting 
organic substances (proteins, [sulfated] polysaccharides, lipids, free amino acids and 
peptides) into the extrapallial spaces. Specific parts of the secreted components self-
assemble to form the intercrystalline matrix, a layered organic template suggested 
to orchestrate the crystal formation (Bevelander and Nakahara, 1969; Addadi et al., 
2006; Marin et al., 2012). In a next step, the template is covered with a gel-like phase, 
potentially ACC, containing major shell building elements. This layer is subsequently 
transformed into crystalline calcium carbonate (Addadi et al., 2006). The formation of 
individual crystals from the amorphous phase covering the organic matrix is initiated 
by nucleation at negatively charged sulfated polysaccharides as well as carboxylates 
(Nudelmann et al., 2006). Other parts of the organic phase that are incorporated 
into the forming crystal (i.e., intracrystalline organic matrix) demonstrably alter its 
crystallographic properties (Pokroy et al., 2006). It is important to keep in mind that 
even though the microstructural units behave as a single crystal with respect to their 
optical extinction as well as to X-ray diffraction patterns, they are amalgamates of 
nanometer-scaled sub-units (Cölfen and Antonietti, 2005; Dauphin, 2008; Zhang 
and Xu, 2013). Interestingly, it has been suggested that these sub-units are similar in 
appearence, but differ in their organic and mineralogical characteristics (Cuif et al., 
2011).

 The hypothesis of shell formation described above is strongly simplified and 
primarily based on findings of the nacreous microstructure. Thus, it does not account 
for all the details of the various assumptions describing the process of crystallization 
under biological control. However, basic principles such as the full biological control 
through organic macromolecules including the formation of templates and the 
guided nucleation are likely also true for other microstructures, e.g., crossed-lamellar 
structures. 

1.4  Opportunities and limitations of temperature  
          reconstructions based on mollusk shells

During growth, geochemical composition and growth rate of shells are affected by 
the physico-chemical conditions of the environment. Since these influences can be 
expressed by mathematical functions, it is possible to use specific shell parameters as 
proxies for environmental conditions that prevailed during shell formation. By means of  
re-occurring growth patterns (see chapter 1.2), proxy data can be placed into temporal 
context. In the following, assets and drawbacks of the most commonly applied proxy 
systems used to reconstruct water temperature from mollusk shells are discussed.
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a.  Stable oxygen isotopes (δ18Oshell)

The most commonly used proxy to reconstruct water temperature from mollusk shells 
is the ratio of the two most abundant stable oxygen isotopes (18O/16O; commonly 
expressed in delta-notation: δ18O; McKinney et al., 1950). During crystallization, the 
distribution of both isotopes between the solution and the crystal is predominantly 
controlled by a temperature-dependent equilibrium fractionation. The heavier 18O 
isotope is preferentially incorporated into the crystal lattice during lower temperatures 
and vice versa. This inverse temperature-δ18Oshell relationship can be used to compute 
temperature from δ18Oshell values (Epstein et al., 1953; Grossman and Ku, 1986; Dettman 
et al., 1999). Actually, most mollusks secrete their shells near equilibrium with the 
ambient water. Since δ18Oshell also changes as a function of δ18Owater, δ

18Oshell is a dual 
proxy, that simultaneously records temperature and isotopic composition of the water. 
Hence, the accuracy of reconstructed temperatures largely depends on knowledge of 
δ18Owater changes during shell formation. Small unnoticed variations of δ18Owater, for 
instance by means of freshwater input or evaporation (δ18Owater and salinity are linearly 
correlated: Epstein et al., 1951; Chauvaud et al., 2005; Schöne et al., 2007; Hallmann 
et al., 2009), can severely distort reconstructed temperatures. Since there is currently 
no additional proxy available to reliably track changes of δ18Owater, reconstructing 
accurate temperatures from mollusks inhabiting environments where δ18Owater is known 
to undergo large-scale variations is challenging (Gillikin et al., 2005b). Furthermore, 
the application to fossil specimens has a large margin for error, because δ18Owater needs 
to be estimated or inferred from other paleoclimate archives (Walliser et al., 2015). 

b.  Shell growth rate

Shell growth rate and hence increment width varies as a function of 
temperature (Davenport, 1938; Jones et al., 1989; Schöne et al., 2003;  
Hallmann et al., 2011; Marali et al., 2015). Many species grow faster at higher 
temperatures and slower in colder waters (Rhoads and Lutz, 1980). However, mollusk 
growth rates are also sensitive to others factors including food availability (Jones et 
al., 1989), fitness (Soniat et al., 2009), pollution/anthropogenic influence (Kennish 
and Olsson, 1975) and ontogenetic age (Jones, 1983). The latter follows a predictable 
trend and can be mathematically eliminated (Cook and Kairiukstis, 1990), whereas an 
evaluation of the other factors is much more complex. Furthermore, it is challenging to 
quantify the effect of individual factors in increment width. For instance, particularly 
narrow growth increments may not necessarily have formed in response to low 
temperatures, but might equally be caused by low food quality etc. Hence, in most 
cases variable growth rates comprise information on a number of different factors and 
must therefore be interpreted with particular care.
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c.  Clumped-isotope thermometer (Δ47)

The composition of the CO3-isotopologues2 in a carbonate crystal changes as a 
function of a thermodynamically controlled equilibrium reaction. In contrast to 
the δ18O-paleothermometer, this process is not affected by the isotopic compostion 
of the ambient water, because the reaction is homogeneous and thus only occurs 
within a single phase (i.e., the crystal; Ghosh et al., 2006). With decreasing 
temperature the abundance of bonded (‘clumped’) heavy isotopes (13C18O) within the  
CO3-isotopologue increases and can thus be utilized as a gauge for the prevailing 
temperature during crystallization (Ghosh et al., 2006). The abundancy of clumped 
isotopes is typically derived from Δ47 (simplified: abundancy of CO2-isotopologue with  
mass 47: 13C18O16O) measured in CO2 resulting from acid digestion of carbonate 
(Ghosh et al., 2006). However, because of a large amount of sample material 
required for each analysis (1.2 – 4 mg) and the low sample throughput  
(~6 samples in ~24 h; compared to ~60 samples in ~24 h, δ18Oshell ratios 
analyzed by CF-IRMS + GasBench II), it is currently not possible to 
reconstruct sub-seasonally resolved temperature records with this novel 
technique. Furthermore, the straightforward application to biogenic 
carbonates needs to be rigorously tested, because vital effects  may comprise 
Δ47-based temperature reconstructions (Eiler, 2011; Eagle et al., 2013). 

d.  Element-to-calcium ratios

The concentration of trace elements such as strontium or magnesium in calcium 
carbonates produced in abiogenic precipitation experiments varies as a function of 
temperature (Kinsman and Holland, 1969; Oomori et al., 1987; Dietzel et al., 2004; 
Gaetani and Cohen, 2006). Similar correlations between element-to-calcium ratios 
(e.g., Sr/Ca, Mg/Ca) and water temperature exist in various carbonate-secreting 
organisms (e.g., Beck et al., 1992; Mitsugushi et al., 1996; Nürnberg et al., 1996; 
Rosenthal et al., 1997; Martin et al., 2002). In mollusk shells, however, the concentration 
of most trace element ions is actively controlled by the animal, in other words vitally 
affected and thus not directly applicable as a gauge for the temperature during shell 
formation. This is indicated by metal/Cashell ratios strongly underestimating those 
of the ambient water (e.g., strontium: ~1.5 – 3.8 mmol/mol, Foster et al., 2009; 
0.54 – 5.17 mmol/mol, Schöne et al., 2011; versus Sr/Cawater = ~8.5 mmol/mol, de 
Villiers et al., 1994) and by significantly different distribution coefficients (KD) reported 
for biogenic and abiogenic carbonates (e.g., strontium: mollusan aragonite ~0.2 – 0.3  
(0 – 30 °C), Gillikin et al., 2005a; Zhao et al., 2016; versus abiogenic aragonite: ~1.2 

2 Molecules that differ in their isotopic composition. For carbonate 20 different isotopologues exist 
(Ghosh et al., 2006).
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(25 °C), Dietzel et al., 2004). Considering the strong vital effects, it is still a matter of 
debate whether metal/Cashell ratios of mollusk shells are thermodynamically controlled 
and may thus serve as gauge for temperature. Strontium, for instance, co-varies with 
temperature (Dodd, 1965; Hallam and Price, 1968; Richardson et al., 2004; Schöne 
et al., 2011; Yan et al., 2013), but is also associated with the composition of the water 
(Chen et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2016) as well as metabolism (Klein et al., 1996; Carré 
et al., 2006), growth rate (Takesue and van Geen, 2004; Gillikin et al., 2005a), kinetic 
effects (Vander Putten et al., 2000; Lorrain et al., 2005) and ontogenic age (Swan, 
1956). Complex control on uptake and incorporation into shells were also reported 
for other elements (e.g., magnesium: Freitas et al., 2006; Wanamaker et al., 2008; 
lithium: Thébault et al., 2009; Thébault and Chauvaud, 2013). The interpretation of 
metal/Cashell ratios is further complicated by species-specific, habitat-specific aspects. 
For instance, Sr/Cashell ratios show both a positive and negative correlation with water 
temperature in different mollusk species (c.f. Dodd, 1965; Toland et al., 2000; Schöne 
et al., 2011). However, it has to be mentioned that not all analyzed shells were of the 
same calcium carbonate polymorph.

 As seen from the brief review, there is currently no proxy available to reliably 
estimate temperatures from mollusk shells. If such a proxy would exist, shells of 
mollusks would represent an extraordinary climate archive, because annual, daily or 
tidally growth patterns allow to place the proxy information in precise chronological 
order.

1.5  Aim of this study

This study aims to develop new and optimize existing proxies to ultimately improve 
the capabilities to reconstruct sub-seasonally resolved temperatures from mollusk 
shells. This will advance the possibilities to reconstruct past climate variations and 
temperature, a necessity for testing and improving numerical climate models. The 
goal to unlock sub-seasonally resolved temperature data is addressed in three projects, 
interrelated by the underlying endeavor to gain a deeper understanding of the climate 
archive mollusk shell. In the following, the motivation of each project is briefly 
presented along with a working hypothesis.
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a.  Manuscript I: Shell microstructures

Microstructures of mollusk shells have been extensively studied to understand the 
evolution of phylogenetic lineages (MacClintock, 1967; Carter and Clark, 1985; 
Shimamoto, 1986) as well as, based on their superior mechanical properties, as 
blueprints for biomimetic materials (Barthelat, 2007; Finnemore et al., 2012; 
Mirkhalaf et al., 2014; Weber and Pokroy, 2015). However, the number of studies on 
their potential to serve as environmental recorders is still small. This is unexpected 
as the formation of the complex structures is a delicate process and thus likely to be 
influenced by environmental stress, for instance, by abrupt temperature changes. In 
fact, the proportion of the two microstructures comprising the outer shell layer of some 
mollusks changes as a function of temperature (Dodd, 1964; Tan Tiu, 1988; Nishida 
et al., 2012). Moreover, the morphology of sub-units of the nacreous microstructure is 
temperature-sensitive (Lutz, 1984; Olson et al., 2012). Nacre, however, predominantly 
forms the inner shell layer, which, due to dissolution processes during shell closure, 
only represents a fragmentary archive. Crossed-lamellar structures on the other 
hand are the most common structure of the outer shell layer and would thus offer 
a great archive if temperature also influenced the formation of the sub-units of this 
microstructure.

→ Hypothesis: The morphology of crossed-lamellar structures is sensitive to 
      water temperature and serves as a (paleo) thermometer.

b.  Manuscript II: Trace element ratios

The incorporation of some trace elements into abiogenic calcium carbonate, 
such as strontium in aragonite (Kinsman and Holland, 1969) or magnesium  
in calcite (Oomori et al., 1987), changes as a function of temperature. However, in 
bivalve shells the incorporation of the same trace elements is influenced by strong vital 
effects (Gillikin et al., 2005a; Zhao et al., 2016). If there would be means to adjust for 
these vital effects, trace elements could serve as valuable proxy archives. Recently, a 
promising approach to correct for vital effects on trace element in tests of foraminifera 
(Bryan and Marchitto, 2008) and coral skeletons (Case et al., 2010; Hathorne et al., 2013; 
Raddatz et al., 2013; Montagna et al., 2014) has been documented. By dividing one  
element/Ca ratio with another one (Mg/Ca and Li/Ca to Mg/Li and Li/Mg, respectively), 
these authors were able to extract much more accurate temperature signals than by 
using either one of the original element-to-calcium ratios.

 Magnesium is preferably bond to the organic phase of aragonitic shells (Schöne 
et al., 2010). Hence, Mg/Cashell ratios of aragonitic shells are likely to vary in relation to 
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the organic concentration instead of temperature. Strontium, however, can substitute 
for Ca2+ in the crystal lattice of bivalve aragonite (Foster et al., 2009). If this process is 
thermodynamically controlled, the concentration of Sr2+ may change as a function of 
temperature. Because Cerastoderma edule, the studied species, forms an aragontic shell, 
Sr/Li ratios instead of Mg/Li ratios were evaluated as a potential temperature proxy. 

→ Hypothesis: The combination of two element-to-calcium ratios is a possibility 
    to adjust for vital effects and thus to improve the capabilities to reconstruct  
     water temperature based on trace element concentrations of mollusk shells.

c.  Manuscript III: Contextualization of Sr/Cashell ratios and 
           microstructure on the ultra-scale

Strontium is one of the most extensively studied trace elements that co-precipitates 
with Ca2+ during shell formation. Unlike in other marine organisms, in which the 
strontium concentration clearly changes as a function of temperature, Sr/Ca ratios of 
mollusk shells are still challenging to interpret. The knowledge of factors controlling 
the incorporation into shells is still in its infancy. Deviations from published 
temperature relationships or crystal kinetic effects observed in abiogenic precipitation 
experiments (e.g., negative temperature dependency in abiogenic aragonite; Gaetani 
and Cohen, 2006) are typically summarized as ‘vital effects’3. Recently, microstructures 
and associated organic macromolecules were suggested to influence the amounts 
strontium incorporated into mollusk shells on the annual scale (Shirai et al., 2014). 
In fact, strontium concentrations change with the microstructure, for instance, those 
found at annual growth lines and between adjacent growth lines (Schöne et al., 
2013; Shirai et al., 2014) as well as within contemporaneously formed shell portions 
(Hallam and Price, 1968). In Cerastoderma edule, microstructural variations were 
also observed across circatidal growth patterns (Deith, 1985). If these microstructural 
variations were likewise associated with changing Sr/Cashell ratios, this small-scale 
element-microstructure link might hamper the applicability of Sr/Cashell ratios as a 
paleothermometer in mollusk shells.

→ Hypothesis: Microstructure and Sr/Cashell ratios change synchronously.

3 First mentioned by Urey (1951) in the context of biologically influenced oxygen isotope ratios.
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1.6  Principal strategy

In order to empirically test, but also to further understand potential driving factors 
of geochemical and microstructural variations in mollusk shells, it is essential to 
establish comprehensive datasets of environmental parameters. This can be either 
accomplished in ‘natural laboratories’ where a natural habitat is closely monitored, or 
in controlled artificial environments (= tanks).

 Natural laboratories come with the advantage to study animals living in their 
natural environment. Thus, as long as no intrusive mark-and-recovery techniques 
are applied, animals are not caged or transplanted into a new environment, studied 
specimens are most likely not at all or only marginally influenced by the experiment. 
A drawback of this strategy, however, is often the incompleteness of instrumental 
data on environmental parameters. The geochemical composition, microstructure 
or growth patterns of studied shells can be influenced by additional, unmonitored 
factors. Furthermore, the compilation of high-resolution time-series of the ambient 
environmental conditions requires frequent visits of the study site.

 Aquacultures on the other hand allow to precisely monitor and control most 
environmental parameters. For instance, water temperature can be changed gradually 
or abruptly while food supply and chemical composition of the water are kept at a 
constant level. However, as the environment is artificial, animals are likely to be stressed 
and hence potentially show an atypical behavior. Thus, correlations established under 
controlled conditions might differ from results obtained in the natural environment 
and consequently need to be interpreted carefully and verified by natural experiments. 
To ensure best and most reliable results, studies realized in the course of this thesis 
make use of both approaches.

a. Aquaculture

Shell microstructures are very delicate constructs, which are most likely sensitive to 
various parameters such as water composition and temperature, food availability and 
predatory pressure. Since the influence of water temperature was of particular interest, 
other factors were required to remain constant. This was accomplished by means of 
an aquacultural experiment in which parameters, except of water temperature, were 
kept at approximate constant levels. Detailed information on the experimental setup 
is given in manuscript I. The freshwater gastropod Viviparus viviparus was chosen 
as study species because it is (i) fast growing, (ii) less selective regarding food 
supply compared to bivalves, (iii) forming a shell predominantly characterized by the 
microstructure of interest, i.e. crossed-lamellar structure.
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b. Natural laboratory

Sub-annually resolved trace element ratios were studied in specimens of the common 
cockle, Cerastoderma edule, collected from the high intertidal zone of the North Sea, 
close to Schillig, Germany (manuscript II and III). Cerastoderma edule was chosen 
as study species because (i) it has a wide geographical distribution and (ii) it is fast 
growing. From March 2013 to April 2014, water temperature (hourly) and chemistry 
(approximately biweekly) were monitored at the study locality and several field trips 
were conducted for sample collection. To increase the number of environmental data, 
additional water samples were collected by local colleagues. Time-series of recorded 
environmental parameters are presented in manuscript II.

 Independent of the experimental setup, sample preparation and processing 
followed a similar procedure. The basic routine is given below, for details the reader 
is referred to the ‘Material and Methods’ section of each manuscript.

 Shells were separated from soft tissues, cleaned thoroughly, mounted on 
plexiglass cubes and covered with a layer of epoxy resin (JB KWIK) to ensure 
stabilization during subsequent preparation steps. Shell thick-sections were cut 
parallel to maximum axis of growth from each shell using a low-speed saw (Buehler 
Isomet 1000). Depending on the intended analysis, shell slabs were either mounted on 
glass slides (low resolution: light microscopy, milling of carbonate powder for δ18O 
analyses) or fully embedded into epoxy resin (high resolution: LA-ICP-MS, SEM, 
NanoSIMS). Subsequently to both methods, various grinding and polishing steps 
were applied.

 Prior to any further analysis, samples were extensively studied using light and/
or electron microscopy. This included establishing time reference points within each 
shell, either by identification of shell portions previously labeled with a fluorescent 
marker (manuscript I) or via comparison of periodic growth patterns (fortnight-
cycles) with the tidal cycle as well as by counting circatidal and annual growth lines 
(manuscript II, III). If needed, different etching methods were applied to improve 
the visibility of the studied growth patterns. A detailed description of the different 
analytical techniques is given in each manuscript.

 Data were placed into precise temporal context by using sclerochronological 
methods and compared with time-series of environmental parameters, growth rates 
and microstructures using qualitative (manuscript I, III) and quantitative methods 
(manuscript II).
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1.7 Overview of research

The results of this thesis are published (submitted in case of manuscript III) in high-
ranked, internationally renowned, peer-reviewed scientific journals. A summary of the 
results as well as of future perspectives is presented in chapter 3. In the following, the 
scope of each of the three manuscripts contributing to this thesis is briefly discussed.

a. Manuscript I

‘Microstructures in shells of the freshwater gastropod Viviparus viviparus: A potential 
sensor for temperature change?’

This study tests if microstructural characteristics of mollusk shells change as a function 
of water temperature and can thus be utilized as a (paleo) thermometer. To exclude 
the majority of potential confounding factors, the studied specimens of the freshwater 
gastropod, Viviparus viviparus were exposed to different temperature regimes in a 
controlled tank experiment. Fluorescent marking with calcein allowed for a precise 
temporal alignment of shell portions and thus to test for a potential influence of 
water temperature on shell growth and microstructure. Furthermore, the influence 
of particularly stressful situations (i.e., removal from habitat, staining) as well as  
small-scale variations of microstructural sub-units in the context of reoccurring growth 
patterns were studied.

b. Manuscript II

‘Strontium/lithium ratio in aragonitic shells of Cerastoderma edule (Bivalvia) – A new 
potential temperature proxy for brackish environments’

This study explores Sr/Lishell as a new potential temperature proxy in shells of 
Cerastoderma edule. Specimens were collected from the intertidal zone of the 
North Sea (Schillig, Germany). In order to test for potential influences of different 
factors on this new trace element ratio, temporal aligned Sr/Lishell ratios of the 
growing season 2013 were compared to extensive datasets of environmental 
parameters compiled during a one-year monitoring experiment at the sample locality 
whereby intrinsic factors such as growth rate were also considered. To evaluate the 
applicability of Sr/Lishell ratios as a gauge for temperature in C. edule, a linear water  
temperature-Sr/Lishell regression model was constructed and applied to values of 
an additional specimen. Reconstructed temperatures were compared to logged 
temperatures as well as reconstructed temperatures based on δ18Oshell.
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c. Manuscript III

‘Minute co-variations of Sr/Ca ratios and microstructures in the aragonitic shell 
of Cerastoderma edule (Bivalvia) – Are geochemical variations on the ultra-scale 
masking potential environmental signals?’

The manuscript aims to understand the variability and trends of Sr/Cashell ratios that 
currently hamper the use of strontium concentrations as a reliable paleothermometer 
in most bivalve species. Strontium and sulfur concentrations along with shell 
microstructure of shells of C. edule were determined on the sub-micrometer scale. 
NanoSIMS mapping and ion microprobe spot analyses combined with modern  
SEM-techniques allowed for the comparison of geochemical and microstructural 
variations with ultra-high spatial resolution. Special attention was given to potential 
geochemical and microstructural variations along annual and circatidal growth 
patterns.
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Abstract

Mollusk shells contain a plethora of information on past climate variability. 
However, only a limited toolkit is currently available to reconstruct such data from 
the shells. The environmental data of some proxies (e.g., Sr/Ca ratios) is obscured 
by physiological effects, whereas other proxies such as δ18O simultaneously provide 
information on two or more different environmental variables. The present study 
investigates if microstructures of the freshwater gastropod, Viviparus viviparus 
provide an alternative means to reconstruct past water temperature. Cold and highly 
variable temperature regimes resulted in the precipitation of highly unordered  
1st-order lamellae of simple crossed-lamellar structures if new shell formed from 
scratch. However, during stable and warm conditions, well-ordered 1st-order lamellae 
were laid down irrespective of pre-existing shell material. Homogeneous 1st-order 
lamellae also formed during times of cold and highly variable temperatures if the new 
shell was deposited onto existing shell material with well-ordered 1st-order lamellae. 
The growth front seems to contain instructions for building specific microstructure 
variants irrespective of environmental conditions. However, if this template is missing, 
the animal forms a deviating microstructure. Under extremely stressful situations  
(e.g., removal from habitat, calcein staining, extreme temperature shifts), the gastropod 
precipitates evolutionarily older microstructure (irregular simple prisms) rather 
than simple crossed-lamellar structures. These shell portions were macroscopically 
described as disturbance lines. In addition, repetitive, presumably periodic growth 
patterns were observed which consisted of gradually changing 3rd-order lamellae 
between consecutive faint, organic-rich growth lines. These growth patterns were 
likely controlled by intrinsic biological clocks and exhibited a two-daily periodicity. 
Results of our study may provide the basis for using changes of the microstructure of 
shell sections as a new sensor (environmental proxy) for past water temperature.

Keywords: Gastropod shell; Microstructure; Crossed-lamellar; Environmental 
influence; Sclerochronology
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1 Introduction

Mollusk shells are becoming increasingly recognized as powerful tools for paleoclimate 
reconstructions (Jones, 1983; Wanamaker et al., 2008; Schöne and Gillikin, 2013). 
During growth, ambient environmental conditions are recorded in the shells in the form 
of variable geochemical properties (Dettman et al., 1999; Schöne et al., 2005a) and 
variable growth rates (Witbaard et al., 1997; Butler et al., 2013). Since mollusk shell 
formation occurs periodically (tidal cycles, diurnally, annually etc.), environmental 
proxy data can be precisely temporally aligned. Such data are essential to validate and 
optimize numerical climate models and identify forcing mechanisms operating within 
the Earth system (e.g., Delworth and Mann, 2000).

 However, it still remains extremely challenging to obtain quantifiable 
environmental data, specifically paleotemperature from mollusk shells. The only well 
accepted proxy for temperature in mollusks, δ18Oshell, is a dual proxy that simultaneously 
records temperature and the oxygen isotope signature of the ambient water (δ18Owater). 
To reconstruct past water temperature from δ18Oshell values, δ18Owater (or salinity) must 
be known which is rarely available for ancient environments. Attempts have been 
made to infer water temperature from other physicochemical properties such as  
Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca ratios (Klein et al., 1996; Wanamaker et al., 2008), Δ47 values (Gosh 
et al., 2006), δ44/40Ca values (Immenhauser et al., 2005) and growth patterns (Kennish 
and Olsson, 1975; Schöne et al., 2002; Hallmann et al., 2011). However, vital effects 
typically result in a strong biologically filtering of the temperature signal in these 
proxies (Schöne, 2008). For example, Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca values of mollusk shells 
remain far below that of the ambient water, and their relative changes are not always 
linked to temperature shifts (Lazareth et al., 2007; Freitas et al., 2008; Foster et al., 
2009; Schöne et al., 2011). The sensitivity of the Δ47 clumped isotope thermometer 
is much lower (Eagle et al., 2013) than previously assumed (Gosh et al., 2006) and 
requires large amounts of sample material which precludes high-resolution analyses 
(between 4 and 14 mg of carbonate powder (Came et al., 2007; Eiler, 2007; Affek et 
al., 2008; Wacker et al., 2013). Temperature uncertainties for an assumed Δ47 precision 
error of 0.05 ‰ would be on the order of ±1.4 °C (Eagle et al., 2013). Furthermore, 
variations in shell growth rate are controlled by multiple different environmental 
and physiological parameters, which make it rather difficult to extract information 
specifically on temperature (Schöne, 2008). In conclusion, no proxy is currently 
available to reconstruct water temperature quantitatively and reliably from mollusk 
shells.

 Interestingly, microstructures of mollusk shells (Bøggild, 1930; Taylor and 
Kennedy, 1969; Kobayashi, 1969)  have attracted little attention as potential recorders 
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of environmental change (e.g., Dodd, 1964; Lutz, 1984; Stemmer et al., 2013). Instead, 
they have largely been used for phylogenetic reconstructions (e.g., Carter and Clark, 
1985; MacClintock, 1967) and inspired the design of novel biomimetic materials 
(e.g., Finnemore et al., 2012). The term ‘microstructure’ combines information on 
crystallographic textures and morphological appearances of shells on the µm-scale 
(Chateigner et al., 2000). We here focus strictly on the morphological arrangement 
of crystals / assemblage of crystals, which is characterized by the combined visual 
appearance of their size, shape and orientation (as seen under the SEM). Since the 
formation of biominerals is controlled by physiological processes in epithelial cells 
of the outer mantle, it is not unlikely that environmental conditions influence the 
biomineralization process and, in turn, can be reconstructed from the product of this 
formation, the microstructure. In fact, temperature seems to modify microstructures in 
bivalves (Dodd, 1964; Lutz, 1984; Tan Tiu, 1988; Nishida et al., 2012).

 The present authors studied the effect of temperature changes on the 
microstructure of shells from cultured freshwater gastropods, Viviparus viviparus 
(Linnaeus, 1758). Specifically, we analyzed if and how cold and strongly varying 
temperatures as well as more stable, warm regimes influence the shell architecture at 
the µm-scale. Results of this study can pave the way to develop new techniques for 
more precise paleotemperature estimates from mollusk shells.

2 Material and methods

The freshwater gastropod, Viviparus viviparus forms a fully aragonitic shell (tested 
by Raman spectroscopy). Specimens (Fig. 1A) were grown in a tank (180 L) with a 
5 cm-thick loess substrate. All three specimens were cultured from the larval stage 
on and had a maximum age of 6 month at the beginning of the experiment that was 
conducted in November and December 2010. Specimens were exposed to simulated 
12:12 light/dark cycles and fed every third day with fine ground fish food (‘Tetra 
Pond Sterlet Sticks‘). To study the potential effect of changing water temperature on 
shell microstructure, the observational period was partitioned into three two-weekly 
intervals with different temperature regimes (Fig. 2B). During the first interval, water 
temperature was kept constantly warm (21.2 °C ± 0.4 °C). During the subsequent 
interval, water temperature was more variable and, on average, ca. 4 °C colder (interval 
II: 17.1 °C ± 2.6 °C). Interval III was characterized by a ca. 10 °C temperature shift 
(11 °C to 21 °C; on average 16 °C ± 7 °C).
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 For a later temporal alignment of shell growth and comparison with ambient 
environmental conditions, shells were labeled with a fluorescent marker at the 
beginning of each interval. For this purpose, specimens were immersed in a solution 
of calcein (100 mg/L) for three hours followed by cleaning under tap water. Calcein 
becomes incorporated into the shell during biomineralization (Kaehler and McQuaid, 
1999; Moran, 2000) and fluoresces under blue light.

 At the end of the experiment, all specimens were sacrificed by physical 
removal of the operculum and the soft tissues. Shells were ultrasonically cleaned and 
embedded in JB KWIK Weld epoxy resin. Using a low-speed saw (Buehler Isomet 
1000; 225 rpm), shell thick-sections were cut from the youngest whorl along the axis 
of maximum growth. Two millimeter-thick shell slabs were mounted on glass slides, 
ground on glass plates (800, 1200 grit SiC powder) and polished on a Buehler G-cloth 
using 1 µm Al2O3 powder.

Fig. 1. (A) The shell of Viviparus viviparus. Sketch showing the position where a 2-mm-thick shell 
section was cut from the youngest whorl. (B) Temperature during the experimental period. During 
the first 2-weekly interval, the temperature remained warm and stable. During intervals II and III, the 
temperature was lower and more variable.

2.1 Fluorescence microscopy

Samples were studied using a Zeiss AxioImager.A1m microscope connected to a 
Zeiss HBO100 mercury lamp. When a Zeiss Filter Set 38 (Excitation wavelength: 
~450-500 nm; Emission wavelength: ~500 – 550 nm) was added to the optical path, 
fluorochrome marks appeared as distinct, green lines (Fig. 2A). Distances measured 
between consecutive calcein lines were used to quantify the increase in shell thickness 
during each two-weekly interval (Fig. 2A). Increase in shell length was assessed by 
measuring the distance between the previous and the new shell margin (Fig. 2A).
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Fig. 2. Shell growth near the aperture of Viviparus viviparus under experimental conditions.  
(A) Fluorescence microscopy image showing the most recently formed shell portion. White, dashed 
lines indicate positions of calcein marks. Shells were labeled with this fluorochrome every 14 days, i.e. 
before each of the three 2-weekly experimental time intervals. Short and long yellow arrows indicate 
shell material added in thickness and length (size), respectively, during interval II. (B) Schematic 
illustration of the shell portions laid down during each of the three experimental time intervals.  
DOG = direction of growth; DOGS = growth in size; DOGT = growth in shell thickness.
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2.2 Scanning electron microscopy

Examination for changing microstructures was focused on polished shell sections 
that were analyzed without any further sample treatment using a FEI NanoSEM 630 
(Department of Nanobiotechnology; University of Mainz). Electron accelerating 
voltage applied to the Schottky-FEG was set to 4.5 keV and the working distance 
was fixed to 4.5 mm. In addition, lightly etched shell sections were analyzed (specific 
etching techniques are given in figure captions).

2.3 Image processing

The free image processing software ImageJ (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/; last checked 
on 29th Jan. 2016) was used to quantify small-scale variations of microstructures. 
For this purpose, we used SEM images of shell sections that revealed cross-sections 
approximately perpendicular to the longitudinal axes (l-axis) of the objects of interest 
on the 100 nm scale (so-called 3rd-order lamellae, see section 3.4 and 4.2). A change 
in the orientation of the section has a dramatic effect on the generated data. Therefore, 
a proper sample orientation is essential. For automatic image analysis, images were 
re-sharpened and converted to black / white using a threshold of 65 (gray-scale 
value). False pixels were manually corrected. Subsequently, surface area, elongation 
of shape and orientation of cross-sections were measured automatically. See on-line 
supplementary material (Fig. S1) for more details.

3 Results

3.1 Growth rates under experimental conditions

Calcein staining produced distinct ~3.5 mm long fluorescent lines (Fig. 2A) running 
subparallel to the inner shell surface of V. viviparus. These lines were used to quantify 
the increase in shell thickness and size during each of the three two-weekly intervals. 
As illustrated in Figure 2B, the CaCO3 production declined with decreasing water 
temperature and increasing temperature variability (Table 1). Fastest growth occurred 
during constantly warm conditions (interval I; Fig. 2B). During lower and unstable 
temperatures (interval II), however, much less CaCO3 was added to the shell (Fig. 
2B). When temperature shifts were particularly large (10 °C during interval III), shell 
elongation ceased completely and only little shell thickening was observed (Fig. 2B).
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3.2 Shell microstructure

Shells of V. viviparus showed three different microstructures, namely simple crossed-
lamellar (= XLM), irregular simple prismatic (= ISP) and a third structure consisting 
of elongated crystals (= ECL)1 . The majority of the examined shell sections consisted 
of XLM structure exhibiting the typical hierarchy of 1st-, 2nd- and 3rd-order lamellae 
(Fig. 3).

 First-order lamellae were arranged in a fence-like manner with light and dark 
planks, orientated with their maximum elongation approximately perpendicular to the 
outer and inner shell surfaces (Fig. 3A). These lamellae measured between 1 and  
23 µm in width. At higher magnification (10,000 X), 2nd-order lamellae became visible 
which were arranged in a card deck style (Fig. 3B). On average, the height (h-axis) 
of 2nd-order lamellae (i.e., ‘card height’) measured 63 nm. Within the same 1st-order 
lamella, all 2nd-order lamellae were dipping in approximately the same direction either 
toward the inner or outer shell surfaces (average inclination of ca. 45° relative to the 
outer or inner shell surface, respectively). The dipping direction of 2nd-order lamellae 
l-axes (i.e., ‘card length’; length axis) alternated regularly between adjacent 1st-order 
lamellae resulting in a light or dark appearance (Fig. 3A). Third-order lamellae (Fig. 
3B) split the 2nd-order units parallel to their l-axis into laths with an average width 
(w-axis) of 255 nm (Fig. 4). Thus, 2nd-order lamellae can be described as a layer of 
converged 3rd-order lamellae. The assignment of length, width- and height-axes to the 
2nd- / 3rd-order lamellae is illustrated in Figure 3B. In addition, a three-dimensional 
model of the overall arrangement of the simple crossed-lamellar microstructure in V. 
viviparus is shown in Figure 4.

 Minor proportions of the shells were made of elongated crystals (ECL) and 
ISP. For example, the inner shell surface of the youngest whorl was covered by a 
layer of elongated crystals (Figs. 3C+D) orientated perpendicular to the inner shell 

1 ECL = Elongated crystal layer. A possible subdivision into smaller subunits of the crystals assembling 
this layer could not be experimentally verified with the methods applied. None of the known 
microstructural types could be assigned to these structures with certainty.

Thickness [µm] Size [µm] Area [mm²]
Interval I 160 3200 0.68
Interval II 130 1300 0.33
Interval III 50 0 0.19

Table 1 Shell growth of Viviparus viviparus in thickness, size and area during each of the three 
experimental intervals
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surface. The thickness of the layer measured ca. 2.5 µm throughout the studied shell 
section. The transition between the ECL and XLM was abrupt (Figs. 3C+D). ISP, 
the third microstructural type occurred in distinct growth lines disrupting the XLM 
structure (Figs. 3C+E). Shell material formed prior to the experiment exhibited all 
three microstructural types, with ECL being present in some, but not all analyzed 
samples (see on-line supplementary material, Fig. S2).

Fig. 3. SEM images of the microstructures in shells of Viviparus viviparus. (A) First-order 
lamellae of XLM structure; alternating light and dark planks result from different dipping angles of  
higher-order lamellae highlighted in (B). (B) Lamellae of second order (white highlighted area) 
subdividing 1st-order lamellae. Black dotted line highlights the boundary between adjacent 
1st-order lamellae. Note the different dipping directions of 2nd-order lamellae in adjacent  
1st-order lamellae. Third-order lamellae with a rod/lath-like appearance subdivide 2nd-order lamellae. 
Orientation of length, width and height axes of second-/third-order lamellae in respective image sections 
are illustrated below. (C) Shell portion near the inner shell surface. (D) Layer of elongated crystals  
(thickness ~2.5 µm) covering the inner shell surface. Orientation of the crystals is approximately 
perpendicular to the inner shell surface. (E) Layer of irregular simple prisms (thickness 0.3 µm) running 
subparallel to the inner shell surface. DOGS = growth in size; DOGT = growth in shell thickness.
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3.3 Growth lines and XLM 3rd-order lamellae

The simple crossed-lamellar structures were disrupted by growth lines running 
subparallel to the inner shell surface and thus nearly perpendicularly to the maximal 
extension of the 1st-order lamellae (Fig. 5). Two types of growth lines were 
distinguishable:

1. Type-1 lines consisted of an approximately 5 nm dark layer and were best viewed 
in shell portions formed during interval II (Figs. 5A+B, 6). In such two-weekly 
intervals, we counted up to seven lines. Identification of type-1 lines was greatly 
facilitated by distinct and repetitive changes of the surface area, the shape (width-
to-height ratio) and the orientation of cross-sections perpendicular to the l-axes of 
3rd-order lamellae between two consecutive type-1 lines (Fig. 6). From one to the 
next type-1 line (see Figs. 6A-D), the surface area of the cross-sections decreased 
from ~45 nm2 to ~27 nm2 (Figs. 6E+H, I), whereas their shape became increasingly 
elongated and elliptically shaped (Figs. 6F+H, I). At the same time, the 3rd-oder 
lamellae rotated counter-clockwise along their l-axes by ca. 30°, resulting in an 
almost parallel orientation of the flattened 3rd-order lamellae and the following 
type-1 growth line (Figs. 6G+H, I). Type-1 growth increment widths (= distance 
between consecutive type-1 growth lines) measured, on average, 10 µm (broadest 
increment: ~60 µm). Repetitively formed type-1 growth lines were also observed 

Fig. 4. Shell architecture (XLM structure) of V. viviparus close to the aperture. DOGS = growth in size; 
DOGT = growth in shell thickness.
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in shell portions formed prior to the experiment, but could not be assigned to 
specific time periods due to missing time markers (see supplementary Fig. S2A).

2. Type-2 lines were much broader than type-1 lines and measured, on average, ca. 
1.7 µm (max. observed width: 4 µm). The microstructure of type-2 lines can be 
characterized as ISP (i.e., irregular, blocky, slightly elongated prisms with the 
maximum extension oriented perpendicularly to the inner shell surface) and as 
such differed significantly from adjacent shell portions (XLM). Transitions from 
XLM to ISP and vice versa were abrupt (Figs. 5C+D). Formation of type-2 lines 
primarily occurred when specimens were removed from tanks for calcein staining 
as well as during times of cold and unstable temperature regimes. Type-2 lines 
occurred less regularly and were less numerous than type-1 lines. In shell portions 
formed prior to the experiment, type-2 lines were much less numerous.

Fig. 5. Different types of growth lines in shells of V.  viviparus. (A) Faint type-1 growth lines 
(dashed lines). Note the change in surface area, shape (width-to-height ratio) and orientation of  
3rd-order lamellae cross sections (approximately perpendicular to l-axes) between the two subsequent 
type-1 lines. Overall microstructure remains unchanged (= XLM). (B) Magnified shell portion of  
(A) near a type-1 growth line. (C) Type-2 growth lines are much broader than type-1 lines, consist 
of irregular simple prisms and can therefore easily be distinguished from the surrounding XLM.  
(D) Detailed view of a type-2 line. DOGS = growth in size; DOGT = growth in shell thickness.
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3.4 Variations within the simple crossed-lamellar structure: 1st-order 
lamellae

During the experimental period, the appearance of the XLM structure, especially 
of 1st-order lamellae, changed significantly (Fig. 7). Shell material formed during 
steady warm conditions (interval I) revealed slender, uniform, well-ordered 1st-order 
simple crossed lamellae (Figs. 7A+B) regardless of pre-existing shell material being 
present or missing. From the outer toward the inner shell surface, the shape of the  
1st-order lamellae remained unchanged without branching or abrupt terminations  
(Fig. 7B). Even during the following unstable and cold conditions (intervals II and III), 
the microstructural characteristics remained largely unchanged in shell portions that 
were deposited onto pre-existing shell material (shell thickening) with well-ordered  
1st-order lamellae. In contrast, shell material formed during intervals II and III that was 
not deposited onto pre-existing shell material was characterized by highly unordered 
microstructures (Figs. 7A+C). Here, 1st-order lamellae were generally thinner 
(approx. 4.7 µm) than in well-ordered shell portions (approx. 12.5 µm). Additionally,  
1st-order lamellae showed branching and, occasionally, abrupt terminations (Fig. 7C).  
(See on-line supplementary material, Fig. S3 for Figures 7B+C with higher resolution 
and highlighted outlines of 1st-order lamellae.)
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Fig. 6. Quantification of 3rd-order lamellae cross section (perpendicular to l-axes) variations in shells 
of Viviparus viviparus. (A) Shell portion with highlighted (bright rectangle) type-1 growth increment 
(delimited horizontally by two type-1 lines and vertically by adjacent 1st-order lamellae). (B, C) Higher 
magnification images of the lower (B) and the upper (C) delimiting type-1 line. (D) Enlarged image of 
the analyzed growth increment. To quantify small-scale variations in 3rd-order lamellae cross sections, 
the selected growth increment was subdivided into 10 image sections arranged subparallel to the 
delimiting type-1 growth lines. Within each image section (1 to 10), surface area, elongation of shape 
(major axis divided by minor axis of cross section) and orientation of cross sections were automatically 
analyzed step by step with ImageJ image processing software. From one to the next type-1 growth 
line, the surface area decreased by almost 50% (E), the shape became increasingly elongated (F) and 
the orientation changed gradually into a nearly subparallel orientation (G). DOGS = growth in size; 
DOGT = growth in shell thickness. Gray objects in (E–G) symbolize 3rd-order lamellae cross sections 
perpendicular to l-axes. (H, I) Higher-magnification images illustrating the differences between  
3rd-order lamellae cross sections from the lower (H) and the upper (I) segment of the analyzed type-1 
growth increment.
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4 Discussion

4.1 Growth rates under experimental conditions

The shell growth rate of most mollusk species is positively correlated to temperature 
(e.g., Largen, 1967; Jones and Quitmyer, 1996; Fenger et al., 2007; Schöne et al., 2007). 
Findings of the present study line up with this observation. During warm temperatures, 
shells of Viviparus viviparus grew larger in size and thickness than during cold regimes. 
Furthermore, strong temperature shifts had adverse effects on shell growth (Table 1) 
and even affected the shell morphology. For example, during interval III no shell 
material was added at the aperture, but some shell thickening occurred. This could be 
interpreted as a protection mechanism. Instead of producing new thin, fragile shell, 
it was likely advantageous for the animals to further stabilize the existing shell. An 
alternative interpretation is that the shells grew in thickness rather than in size, because 
the soft parts grew slower during these adverse environmental conditions and, thus, 
did not require a more voluminous encasement. Since other environmental parameters 
(e.g., food supply) remained unchanged during the experiment, the observed changes 
of shell growth were most likely attributed to temperature.

4.2 Growth lines and higher order microstructure changes: Physiology 
and environment

In contrast to the shell growth rate, the formation of type-1 growth lines was most 
certainly not controlled by temperature. Although this environmental parameter 
was not constant during interval II, strong temperature fluctuations occurred less 
frequently and less periodically (3 major shifts) than type-1 lines were visible (7). 
Type-1 growth increments were always accompanied by repetitive changes of the 
surface area, elongation of shape and orientation of 3rd-order lamellae cross-sections 
formed during this growth increment (Fig. 6). Type-1 growth lines likely represent 
times during which only organic material was laid down (thin dark layer), whereas 
the calcium carbonate production ceased. The underlying reason for the observed 
repetitive changes of the 3rd-order lamellae (Fig. 6) is unclear. We hypothesize that 
the counterclockwise rotation of the increasingly elongated / flattened and smaller  
3rd-order lamellae between consecutive type-1 growth lines fulfills biomechanical 
needs. The observed changes may increase the stability and robustness of the shell 
against shell fractures (e.g., Yang et al., 2011a, b).
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 It appears likely that these repetitive growth patterns formed on a periodic basis 
controlled by intrinsic timekeeping mechanisms, so-called biological clocks (Rensing 
et al., 2001). Biological clocks are genetically determined endogenous rhythms that 
maintain physiological cycles and are constantly reset by periodic environmental 
zeitgebers (pacemakers; Williams et al., 1997). The only external variable that changed 
periodically and could have served as zeitgeber was the simulated day/night cycle. 
However, the number of type-1 growth lines (7) remained well below the number 
of such day/night cycles (14) during the two-weekly interval. Perhaps, V. viviparus 
only formed one growth line and one growth increment every second day. Such a  
two-daily shell growth rhythm has previously been reported by Thébault et al. (2006) 
for the tropical scallop, Comptopallium radula. Another possible explanation is that 
the removal from the tanks and the calcein bath was so disturbing for the animal that 
it stopped growing shell for nearly a week and only then continued to grow shell on a 
daily (circadian) basis.

Favorable 
environmental conditions

Unfavorable
 environmental conditions

1st-order lamellae width Thick Thin
Type-1 lines Repetitive and periodic Mostly repetitive and periodic
Type-2 lines Not present Frequently present

Table 2 Summary of microstructural variations in shells of Viviparus viviparus triggered by differing 
environmental conditions: favorable conditions, calm and steady water temperature; unfavorable 
conditions, cold and highly variable water temperature, withdrawal from tanks, staining

 In fact, removal from the tanks and calcein immersion represented stressful 
situations for the gastropods as indicated by the formation of type-2 lines (Table 
2). Such growth lines were also observed between calcein marks II and III and 
between calcein mark III and the last formed shell portion, i.e., the time intervals 
during which the animals experienced strong temperature shifts. Since time markers 
to temporally contextualize these growth lines were not available, however, it was 
impossible to determine whether these disturbance lines formed simultaneously with 
the temperature shifts. Shell portions formed prior to the experiment (calm and stable 
water temperature) revealed type-2 lines in a strongly reduced quantity. Disturbance 
lines have been reported in several previous sclerochronological studies and resulted 
from a variety of different environmental stressors. For example, Ramsay et al. (2000) 
and (2001) identified fishing and predatory attack by crabs as potential sources of 
scars visible in cross-sections of the dog cockle, Glycymeris glycymeris. Spawning, 
storms, and temperature extremes can induce the formation of disturbance lines in 
Mercenaria mercenaria (Kennish and Olsson, 1975; Panella and MacClintock, 
1968). Furthermore, sudden pH changes leave similar growth patterns in shells of the 
freshwater pearl mussel, Margaritifera margaritifera (Dunca et al., 2005).
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 Structurally, disturbance lines including those observed in V. viviparus can 
hardly be distinguished from regular annual growth lines which are typically composed 
of irregular simple prisms (Dunca et al., 2009; Karney et al., 2012; Schöne et al., 
2013; Shirai et al., 2014) or alternatively block-like objects with a strikingly similar 
appearance (Sumitomo et al., 2011). We speculate here that increased physiological 
stress favors the formation of evolutionarily older microstructures (= ISP; Taylor, 1973) 
that are probably easier to manufacture than more complex structures (XLM). Upon 
return to less hostile environmental conditions, the production of XLM commences. 
This agrees well with the strongly reduced number of type-2 lines visible in shell areas 
formed prior to the experiment (mostly very calm and stable growth conditions). The 
formation of type-2 lines prior to the experiment may have been triggered by others 
stressors (i.e., food scarcity, reproduction). It should be added that XLM is one of 
the most frequently occurring microstructures in modern mollusks (Dauphin, 2008; 
Suzuki et al., 2011; Nouet et al., 2012), likely because of its extraordinary hardness 
(Taylor and Layman, 1972). Furthermore, it contains much less organic material 
compared to other microstructural types such as nacre or prisms (Osuna-Mascaró et 
al., 2014), and its production thus requires much less energy.

4.3 Environmentally induced changes of the shell architecture

Only few existing studies have addressed the relationship between environmental 
change and microstructures of mollusk shells. Most of these studies observed 
modifications of microstructures at colder water temperatures. For example, Mytilus 
californianus grew a thicker inner prismatic layer (Dodd, 1964), whereas Scaphara 
broughtonii precipitated a thicker outer composite prismatic layer (Nishida et al., 
2012). Likewise, shells of Polymesoda caroliniana formed predominantly pseudospiral 
microstructures rather than XLM during colder seasons (Tan Tiu, 1988).

 Aside from the overall microstructure, however, temperature and other 
environmental variables can also induce more subtle modifications of the shell 
architecture. For example, changes of ambient pH seem to alter the preferred 
orientation of crystals in the outer calcitic layer of Mytilus galloprovincialis and 
Mytilus edulis, respectively (Hahn et al., 2012, 2014). In contrast, Stemmer et al. 
(2013) were unable to verify an impact of variable CO2 levels on the crystal structure 
of Arctica islandica that grew under controlled laboratory conditions. Furthermore, 
Lutz (1984) identified smaller and more irregularly stacked nacre tablets in shells 
of Geukensia demissa that were exposed to colder regimes, and Olson et al. (2012) 
discovered a relationship between maximum water temperature and the angle of nacre 
stacks in shells of different gastropod and bivalve species.
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Fig. 7. Variations in XLM microstructure in shells of Viviparus viviparus. (A) Overview of the shell 
portion near the aperture (see Fig. 2) formed during the experiment. Dashed black lines denote calcein 
lines separating the shell into the three experimental intervals (interval I = stable warm; intervals II and 
III = variable and cold conditions). (B) Despite significant changes in ambient water temperature, the 
microstructure remained unchanged (= well-ordered simple crossed lamellae) in portions where new 
shell material was added onto pre-existing shell material. (C) Where shell material formed entirely new 
(= from scratch; growth in shell length) during cold and variable water temperatures, crossed-lamellar 
structures were highly disordered. (D) Sketch illustrating change in XLM structures described in  
(B) and (C). DOGS = growth in size; DOGT = growth in shell thickness.

 In the present study, we also observed an environmentally induced precipitation 
of variants of a microstructure, even in contemporaneous shell portions (Table 2). 
Cold and more variable temperature regimes resulted in the formation of disordered 
and inhomogeneous 1st-order lamellae (XLM) if pre-existing shell was not available 
(Fig. 7), whereas well-ordered simple-crossed lamellae were precipitated onto already 
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existing shell (with well-ordered 1st-order lamellae). This suggests that the existing 
shell surface of Viviparus viviparus contains instructions for how to manufacture a 
specific XLM appearance irrespective of higher physiological stress (Fig. 7D). Such 
information could be present at the growth front in the form of specific matrix proteins 
or weak anionic peptides which are able to form specific crystal morphologies 
(Wheeler, 1992). Alternatively, the shape, size and orientation of existing of the 
lamellae at the growth front could serve as a template (blueprint) for subsequent 
shell precipitation (Wilbur and Saleuddin, 1983). However, if new shell was formed 
from scratch (= without pre-existing shell material) during adverse environmental 
conditions, calcification occurred without guidance and reacted directly to temperature 
extremes and temperature shifts. This resulted in the formation of variants of the 
XLM structure. Interestingly, the first few micrometers of new shell material in 
some specimens exhibited crystals in elongated form, which gradually changed into 
the typical hierarchal organization of crossed lamellae. This finding compares well 
with Wilmot et al. (1992), who identified a preliminary stage of unordered 3rd-order 
lamellae immediately at the growth front.

 Subsequent studies should analyze if the observed microstructural changes 
occur proportionately and gradually with water temperature. For this purpose high-
resolution crystallographic mapping methods such as electron backscattered diffraction 
(EBSD) could be used to map changes of crystallographic axes. If a relationship between 
temperature and crystallographic data can be verified, quantitative reconstructions 
of past water temperature may become possible. Further, it is mandatory to test if 
other environmental variables also affect the microstructure of this species, and if 
these different environmental controls can be distinguished based on the analysis of 
microstructures. It is also necessary to verify if similar microstructural changes also 
occur under natural conditions.

5 Conclusions and outlook

Temperature and physiological processes exert a distinct influence on shell growth 
rates and microstructures of shells of the freshwater gastropod Viviparus viviparus.
1. Shell production is significantly lower during cold and highly variable temperatures 

and occurs predominantly in the form of shell thickening.
2. First-order lamellae of simple crossed-lamellar (XLM) structures appeared highly 

unordered (thinning, branching, sudden stops) when formed without pre-existing 
shell under cold and highly variable temperature regimes. However, during stable 
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and warm conditions, well-ordered 1st-order lamellae were laid down. Likewise, 
well-ordered structures continued to form even under increased temperature stress 
if new shell was deposited onto already existing shell material with well-ordered 
1st-order lamellae. The growth front seems to contain templates for maintaining a 
certain microstructural type.

3. Stress (unfavorable growth conditions, during experiment: cold and unstable 
water temperature) initiated the deposition of disturbance lines (type-2 lines) 
which were made of evolutionarily more primitive microstructure, i.e., irregular 
simple prisms.

4. Shell portions formed during interval II also revealed repetitive, presumably 
periodic growth patterns (faint organic type-1 growth line, gradual changes of 
3rd-order lamellae of XLM structure). It is not unlikely that their formation was 
controlled by biological clocks. A couplet of one type-1 growth line and type-1 
increment likely represents two days.

 It is proposed here that changes of 1st-order lamellae proportions may serve 
as a new temperature proxy. However, subsequent experimental studies using high-
resolution crystallographic mapping methods such as (EBSD) are necessary to test 
this hypothesis. It also needs to be verified if the observed microstructural changes are 
specifically related to temperature changes or if other environmental parameters can 
cause similar patterns. Furthermore, field experiments are advised to rule out that the 
observed changes only occur under artificial conditions.
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Concluding remark

As suggested in manuscript I, in subsequent (unpublished) studies it was tested if 
the crystallographic orientation of the mesocrystals serves as proxy to estimate 
temperature with greather robustness. Therefore, EBSD (= electron backscatter 
diffraction) measurements were done on shells of Viviparus viviparus. Gastropods 
were exposed to different temperature regimes in a three-month long aquacultural 
experiment and labeled with calcein for a later temporal alignment of the growth 
record. Unfortunately, almost all specimens exhibited poor fitness and died prior to 
the planned ending of the experiment.

 In a collaboration with Prof. Schmahl and Dr. Griesshaber (LMU München) 
it was tested if the crystallographic texture of crossed-lamellar structures of Viviparus 
viviparus irrespective of a potential temperature signal can be measured with EBSD. 
As it turned out, this is not the case. Potentially, the amalgamation of numerous  
sub-units forming the nanocrystal assemblage of this particularly delicate microstructure 
impede Kikuchi patterns to emerge and thus to map the crystallographic orientation. 
Possibly, the application of TEM-EBSD, an analytical technique that allows to  
map the orientation of the crystallographic axes of crystals on an even higher spatial 
resolution is more suitable.
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Abstract

Quantitative reconstruction of water temperature from shells of bivalve mollusks 
is still a very challenging task. For example, in highly variable environments like 
intertidal zones, shell oxygen isotope values can only provide reliable temperature 
estimates if the δ18Owater signature during the exact time of growth is known. 
Furthermore, trace element ratios like Sr/Ca or Mg/Ca are not generally accepted 
as useful paleothermometer, since their incorporation in bivalve shells is known to 
be strongly biologically controlled. Here, we present a potential novel temperature 
proxy which is based on the Sr/Lishell ratio of the intertidal bivalve Cerastoderma 
edule. Up to 81% of the variability in Sr/Lishell is mathematically explained by water 
temperature. It is suggested that vital effects on the incorporation of Sr and Li in the 
aragonitic shells are largely eliminated by normalizing Sr/Ca to Li/Ca. Apparently, 
growth rate does not control the incorporation of Sr or Li in the shell of C. edule. By 
using this new proxy, it was possible to estimate water temperature from C. edule with 
an uncertainty of ±1.5 °C. Future studies are required to test if Sr/Lishell also serves as 
a reliable temperature proxy in other bivalve species and in other environments.

Keywords: Bivalve shell, Temperature proxy, Element-to-element ratio, Strontium, 
Lithium
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1 Introduction

Bivalve shells are becoming increasingly recognized as powerful tools for high-
resolution paleoclimate reconstructions. This class virtually combines all requirements 
of an ideal paleoclimate archive. Bivalves inhabit nearly all aquatic environments, 
specifically extratropical shallow-marine and nearshore settings (Nicol, 1951; 
Lomovasky et al., 2002; Malham et al., 2012). During growth these animals store 
information on changes of the physico-chemical environment in their shells in the 
form of variable growth rates and geochemical properties (Williams et al., 1982; 
Chauvaud et al., 2005; Wanamaker et al., 2008; Hallman et al., 2011). Environmental 
proxy data can be placed in a precise temporal context by using periodic shell growth 
patterns, i.e., circatidal, daily, fortnightly and annual growth increments and lines 
(Evans, 1972; Jones, 1983; Ohno, 1985; Jones and Quitmyer, 1996). Certain boreal 
species are known to grow shell during both seasonal extremes and thus record the 
full seasonal amplitude (Schöne et al., 2005a). Some bivalves are exceptionally  
long-lived and attain a lifespan of more than 500 years (Schöne et al., 2005a; Wisshak 
et al., 2009; Butler et al., 2013). Therefore, bivalves can provide subseasonally 
resolved records of environmental change over coherent time intervals of many years 
(Schöne et al., 2005b; Wanamaker et al., 2011; Yan et al., 2015). Since shell growth 
of contemporaneous specimens from the same region is highly synchronized, it is also 
possible to combine annual growth increment time-series to form longer chronologies 
that cover many generations of bivalves and centuries to millennia (Witbaard et al., 
1997; Marchitto et al., 2000; Butler et al., 2010, 2013; Holland et al., 2014).

 Despite recent achievements in bivalve sclerochronology, quantitative 
reconstructions of environmental variables from shells still remains a very challenging 
task. This is particularly true for ocean temperature, a crucial parameter of the climate 
system. The most frequently used and well-accepted proxy for water temperature, 
δ18Oshell, provides reliable temperature data only if the oxygen isotope signature of the 
water or salinity, which is strongly coupled to δ18Owater, during the time of growth is 
precisely known (Epstein et al., 1953; Mook, 1971; Grossman and Ku, 1986; Wefer 
and Berger, 1991). For bivalves, however, no proxy exists for δ18Owater or salinity. 
More recently, the carbonate clumped isotope method has been introduced as a novel 
paleothermometer (Ghosh et al., 2006; accuracy ca. ±1.4 °C) and has already been 
successfully applied to bivalves (Came et al. 2007; Eagle et al., 2013; Henkes et al., 
2013). However, Eiler et al. (2011) suggested that Δ47 values of biogenic carbonates 
are biased by vital effects. Even if this effect can be mathematically eliminated, the low 
sample throughput (~six measurements per 24 hours; at least triplicate measurements 
are required for one sample) and the relatively large amounts of shell carbonate required 
for each analysis (ca. 1.2 to 4 mg per measurement) currently precludes the possibility 
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to obtain subseasonally resolved paleotemperature records using this sophisticated 
technique. Another potential paleothermometer that has occasionally been applied 
to bivalves is based on certain element-to-calcium ratios, especially Sr/Ca and  
Mg/Ca (Dodd, 1965; Klein et al., 1996; Yan et al., 2015). Even though crystallographic 
characteristics favor the incorporation of certain trace elements into specific CaCO3 
polymorphs (e.g., the incorporation of the larger Sr2+ ion is favored in aragonite due 
to its looser 9-fold coordination, compared to the 6-fold coordination in calcite), trace 
element signatures of bivalve shells still offer great potential as paleothermometers, 
because the CaCO3 polymorph typically does not change on a seasonal basis or 
throughout lifetime. However, the incorporation of trace and minor elements is also 
strongly influenced by physiology (Schöne et al., 2011) and vital effects (Gillikin et 
al., 2005; Freitas et al., 2006). In some species, the element partitioning between shell 
and water can further be affected by growth rate and ontogenetic age (Swan, 1956; 
Takesue and van Geen, 2004; Lorrain et al., 2005; Schöne et al., 2011). Moreover, the 
Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca ratios can also vary contradictorily among different bivalve species 
and even among contemporaneous specimens from one locality (Dodd, 1965; Gillikin 
et al., 2005; Lorrain et al., 2005; Freitas et al., 2008). Therefore, temperature typically 
explains only a small proportion of the element-to-calcium values of bivalve shells.

 In an attempt to adjust for the influence of vital effects on the element 
incorporation in the tests of foraminifera, Bryan and Marchitto (2008) suggested 
to normalize Mg/Ca to Li/Ca. The resulting Mg/Li ratio is much more sensitive to 
temperature than Mg/Ca. So far, the method has been successfully applied to benthic 
foraminifera (Bryan and Marchitto, 2008) and corals (Case et al., 2010; Hathorne 
et al., 2013; Raddatz et al., 2013, 2014; Montagna et al., 2014, Rollion-Bard and 
Balmart, 2015). Here, we applied a similar approach by indexing Sr/Ca by Li/Ca 
values and tested if Sr/Li ratios can be used as an alternative temperature proxy in the 
intertidal bivalve mollusk species, Cerastoderma edule.

2 Cerastoderma edule

The common cockle, Cerastoderma edule (Linnaeus) is a common inhabitant of the 
intertidal zones of the North Sea, Baltic Sea, Mediterranean Sea and Black Sea as 
well as the North Atlantic Ocean (Malham et al., 2012). This small bivalve (<5 cm) 
lives just below the sediment surface (Burdon et al., 2014) and gathers food from 
suspension (Barlow and Kingston, 2001; Burdon et al., 2014). Its aragonitic shell 
(confirmed here by Raman spectroscopy) is subdivided into an inner shell layer (ISL) 
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and an outer shell layer (OSL) (Fig. 1). The latter is further subdivided into an inner 
portion (iOSL; simple crossed-lamellar microstructure; Deith, 1985) and an outer 
portion (oOSL; composite prismatic microstructure; Popov, 1986).

Fig. 1. Sclerochronology of Cerastoderma edule. (A) Sketch of left valve. Three thick-sections were 
cut from the shell along the axis of maximum growth (gray plane). (B) Schematic illustration of cross-
sectioned shell with major annual growth patterns (winter lines). (C) Thick-section of specimen A24 
stained with Mutvei solution (Schöne et al., 2005c) showing shell portion (outer layer) near winter line. 
oOSL/iOSL = outer/inner portion of outer shell layer. Transition zone between the oOSL and iOSL is 
indicated by dashed black line. (D) Growth patterns in the oOSL of specimen A24 showing lunar daily 
(circalunidian) increments delimited by growth lines (dashed). Faint line half way between lunar daily 
growth lines represents circatidal growth line. A couplet of two circatidal growth increments and lines 
forms each lunar day (~24.8 h). (E) Laser ablation line scan covering the last year of growth (2013) of 
specimen A24. DOG = direction of growth.

 Like other bivalve species, shells of C. edule grow on a periodic basis resulting 
in distinct growth patterns that consist of narrow, organic-rich, dark lines and broad, 
CaCO3-rich, whitish increments. Major growth lines visible on the outer shell surface 
and in cross-sections represent winter lines (Orton, 1926; Farrow, 1971; Bourget and 
Brock, 1990; Ponsero et al., 2009). Typically, each winter line is associated with a 
notch in the outer shell surface (Figs. 1B–E) (House and Farrow, 1968). Furthermore, 
cross-sections of the shells reveal fortnightly, circalunidian (24.8 hour cycles; lunar 
daily) and circatidal (12.4 hour cycles; semidiurnal) growth lines and increments  
(Fig. 1D; Richardson et al., 1979; Ohno, 1985; Lønne and Gray, 1988; Mahé et al., 2010). 
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These growth patterns can be used to determine the duration of the growing season 
and place each shell portion in a precise temporal context. The duration of the main 
growing season of this species typically lasts from early spring until late fall (Lønne 
and Gray, 1988; Bourget and Brock, 1990). Temperatures below 10 °C and above  
30 °C result in very slow shell growth (Kingston, 1974).

3 Material and methods

On 1 April 2013 a temperature logger (HOBO U24) was deployed in the high intertidal 
zone north of Schillig, North Sea, Germany (N53° 42‘ 45.68“ E8° 01‘ 14.88“; Fig. 2). 
Since the logger was chained to a small ship wreck lying in a tideway, it was constantly 
immersed and recorded water temperature on an hourly basis until it was recovered 
a year later (11 March 2014). For comparison with the shells, a new time-series was 
computed that reflects the water temperature during high tide (high stand ± 1 hour; 
arithmetic mean), i.e. during the time when new shell material is formed. Tidal ranges 
and the timing of spring and neap tides at the sampling locality were computed with 
the software WXTide32 ver. 4.7. At the same locality, water samples for geochemical 
analysis were taken during low tide from a water-filled tideway nearby. Samples 
were taken up to four times per month between 1 April 2013 and 11 March 2014 
and then stored in a refrigerator. Chlorophyll a data (approx. weekly resolution) were 
obtained from satellite datasets (4 km spatial resolution, MODIS NASA, available at  
http://disc.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni; last checked January 2016). On 11 March 
2014, we also collected four three-year-old living specimens of C. edule that lived 
next to the logger (Table 1). In the following, we refer to these specimens (IDs: 
SNS-11Mar14-A1, -A6, -A24 and -A28) as A1, A6, A24 and A28.

Shell ID
SNS-11Mar14-

# lunar daily
increments

Lunar daily increment width [µm] Duration of growing 
season 2013 (±7 days)

Average ± 1SD Min. Max.
A1 135 23 ± 11 3 55 19 Apr. - 5 Sep.
A6 143 25 ± 12 6 84 19 Apr. - 13 Sep.
A24 146 23 ± 10 5 49 19 Apr. - 16 Sep.
A28 129 24 ± 14 4 78 19 Apr. - 25 Aug.

Table 1 Timing and rate of shell growth of the studied Cerastoderma edule specimens.
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Fig. 2. Map of the North Sea coast of Germany. Black star marks study locality north of the village of 
Schillig.

3.1 Shell preparation and growth pattern analysis

After removing the soft tissues, shells were ultrasonically cleaned, mounted on 
plexiglass cubes and covered with a protective layer of a quick-drying epoxy resin 
(JB KWIK). Three 2-millimeter-thick sections were cut along the axis of maximum 
growth using a low-speed saw (Buehler Isomet 1000) (Figs. 1A+B).

 For laser ablation inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry  
(LA-ICP-MS) analysis, thick-sections were embedded in epoxy resin (Struers 
EpoFix), ground on rotating SiC-discs (320, 600, 1200, 2500 grit), polished by hand 
with a poly-diamond solution (3 µm) and then polished for 3 hours with 0.3 µm Al2O3 
powder on a Buehler Vibromet. Subsequently, samples were ultrasonically cleaned 
with Milli-Q water and rinsed with a few drops of ethanol.

 For growth pattern analysis, additional shell slabs were mounted on glass 
slides, ground on glass plates (800, 1200 grit SiC powder) and polished on a Buehler 
G-Cloth with 1 µm Al2O3 powder. After immersion in Mutvei’s solution (Schöne et 
al., 2005c), thick-sections were viewed under a binocular microscope equipped with 
sectoral dark field illumination (Schott VisiLED MC1000) and photographed with a 
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Canon EOS 550D camera. The widths of lunar daily growth increments deposited 
in 2013 were measured to the nearest 1 µm in the oOSL with the image processing 
software Panopea (Figs. 1C+D). To determine the seasonal timing of shell growth 
of C. edule at this locality and assign calendar dates to each shell portion, the study 
area was visited almost every month to identify when the winter line starts to form. 
We have deliberately not employed calcein marking (Kaehler and McQuaid, 1999; 
Moran, 2000) to constrain the timing of seasonal growth, because this can influence 
the physiology of the animal and the microstructures of the shells (Füllenbach et al., 
2014).

 For oxygen isotope analysis of shell carbonate, remaining shell slabs were 
mounted on glass slides, ground on glass plates (800, 1200 grit SiC powder) and finally 
polished on a Buehler G-Cloth with 1 µm Al2O3 powder. After ultrasonically cleaning 
the thick-sections in de-ionized water, five to seven powder samples were obtained 
from the OSL of each specimen with a Rexim Minimo dental drill equipped with a 
conical drill bit (300 µm diameter; Komet/Gebr. Brasseler GmbH & Co. KG, model 
no. H52 104 003) and mounted to a binocular microscope. Achieving a higher temporal 
resolution by means of milling instead of drilling remained largely impossible due to 
the complex architecture of the growth patterns. Drill holes measured on average  
300 µm in diameter and were equally distributed with the smallest possible overlap 
within shell portions formed in 2013. All powder samples weighed between 40 to 120 
µg.

3.2 Chemical analysis of the shells via LA-ICP-MS

Lithium (measured as 7Li) and strontium (measured as 88Sr) concentrations of the 
four specimens were determined by LA-ICP-MS in line scan mode at the Institute of 
Geosciences, University of Mainz. The majority of measurements were completed 
within in the iOSL with an approximately uniform distance of 10 µm to the oOSL; 
only a few data points came from the oOSL (Fig. 1E). Line scans extended from the 
ventral margin toward the dorsal end of the shell and fully covered the third (last) 
growing season of each specimen, i.e. calendar year 2013.

 Analyses were performed using an ArF EXCIMER laser (193 nm wavelength, 
NWR193 system by esi/NewWave) coupled to an Agilent 7500ce ICP-MS. The laser 
was operated at a repetition rate of 10 Hz with laser energy at the sample site of  
~6 J/cm2. The line scans were carried out after preablation of the sample surface 
with a beam diameter of 55 µm, and a scan speed of 5 µm/s. Backgrounds 
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Reference values Measured values
Strontium Lithium Strontium Lithium

[µg/g] [µg/g] [µg/g] [µg/g]
NIST SRM 610 515.5 ± 2.89 468 ± 24 494 ± 8 460 ± 14
USGS BCR-2G 342 ± 4 9 ± 1 319 ± 4 8.9 ± 0.6
USGS MACS-3 6600 ± 430 58 ± 8 6961 ± 178 55 ± 3

were measured for 20 s prior to each ablation. NIST SRM 612 was used for 
calibration, applying the preferred values reported in the GeoReM database  
(http://georem.mpch-mainz.gwdg.de/) (Jochum et al., 2005, Jochum et al., 2011) 
as the “true” concentrations to calculate the element concentrations in the samples. 
During each run synthetic NIST SRM 610 (n = 9), basaltic USGS BCR-2G (n = 9) and 
synthetic carbonate USGS MACS-3 (n = 9) were analyzed as unknowns to monitor 
accuracy and reproducibility of the analyses. For all materials 43Ca was used as 
internal standard applying for the reference materials the Ca concentrations reported 
in the GeoReM database and for the samples a Ca concentration of 368,000 µg/g 
previously measured by ICP-OES, respectively. Data processing was performed using 
a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet following the methods of Longerich et al. (1996) and 
Jochum et al. (2007, 2011). Average detection limits (3σbackground; Jochum et al., 2012) 
were 0.490 ± 0.047 µg/g for Li and 0.083 ± 0.022 µg/g for Sr, respectively. On the 
samples, some Li data points, primarily at the beginning of the growing season were 
below the limit of detection and were hence removed. Chemical data were temporally 
contextualized by means of growth pattern analysis (see above). The measured Li 
and Sr concentrations of the quality control materials agree within 7% with published 
values and the relative standard deviations (1 RSD) are <6% (Table 2).

Table 2 Quality control of LA-ICP-MS measurements. Reference materials include NIST SRM610 
(synthetic glass), USGS BCR-2G (basalt glass) and USGS MACS-3 (synthetic calcium carbonate). 
Reference values: NIST SRM610 = GeoReM preferred values (Jochum et al., 2011); USGS BCR-2G 
= GeoReM preferred values (Jochum et al., 2005); USGS MACS-3 = Jochum et al., 2014). Measured 
values represent arithmetic averages of all analyses of the respective reference material.

3.3 Chemical analysis of the water via ICP-OES

Calcium, strontium, sodium and lithium concentrations of the water samples were 
determined with a Spectro CIROS Vision SOP ICP-OES system at the Institute of 
Geosciences, University of Mainz. Mixed standard solutions were prepared from 
single element standards for Ca and Sr; Na and Li were analyzed with single element 
standard solutions. Relative standard deviations (RSD; based on five injections of 
external standard) were better than 1 RSD% for all elements. Accuracy was 6% for 
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Ca, 8% for Sr, and 2% for Na and Li, respectively (determined by Roth SolutionX 
multi element standard solution Lot R459520 for Ca, Sr and Na, and by Merck multi 
element standard solution Lot OC492641 for Li). If more than one water sample per 
day was available, values were arithmetically averaged. Salinity was estimated from 
Na+ concentrations applying the equation of DOE (1994):

  SNa (PSU) = Na+ (µg ∙ g-1) ∙ 35/10783.7    (1)

3.4 Oxygen isotope values of water and carbonate powder via CF-IRMS

Oxygen isotope values of water (δ18Owater) and carbonate powder samples (δ18Oshell) 
were measured with a Thermo Finnigan MAT 253 continuous flow – isotope ratio mass 
spectrometer equipped with a Gasbench II at the Institute of Geosciences, University 
of Mainz. Water samples (δ18Owater) were processed using the equilibration method 
with CO2. Borosilicate glass exetainers were flushed with a mixture of 0.3% CO2 in 
He and loaded with 0.5 ml of water sample. During 24 hours, samples equilibrated at  
25 °C. GISP2, SMOW2 and SLAP2 were used for calibration. Average internal 
precision was better than 0.1‰. δ18Owater values were calculated against the Vienna 
Standard Mean Ocean Water (V-SMOW) scale (Gonfiantini, 1978), reported in 
δ-notation and given as parts per mil (‰) (McKinney et al., 1950).

 Carbonate powder samples (δ18Oshell) were dissolved with concentrated 
phosphoric acid in He-flushed borosilicate exetainers. Data were calibrated against a 
NBS-19 calibrated IVA Carrara marble (δ18O = -1.91‰). On average, internal precision 
(1σ) and accuracy were better than 0.04‰. The δ18Oshell values were calculated against 
the Vienna Pee Dee Belemenite (V-PDB), reported in δ-notation and given as parts per 
mil (‰) (McKinney et al., 1950). 

 Note that δ18O values of shell aragonite were not adjusted for 
differences in acid fractionation factors of aragonite and calcite. Using the acid 
fractionation factors of Kim et al. (2007) for a reaction temperature of 72 °C  
(αCO2(acid) - calcite = 1.00868; αCO2(acid) - aragonite = 1.00906) actual δ18O values of 
aragonite would be 0.38‰ more negative than reported here. However, this correction 
was not applied, because we used the paleotemperature equation by Grossman and 
Ku (1986) that assumed no differences in acid fractionation factors for the two CaCO3 
polymorphs. Furthermore, this equation does not take into account temperature-
induced changes of the acid fractionation factors. Grossman and Ku (1986) reacted 
their carbonate samples at 50 and 60 °C and, accordingly, their δ18O values of aragonite 
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would require a correction (1000 × [αCO2(acid) - calcite - αCO2(acid) - aragonite]) by only  
-0.34‰ (=1000 × [1.00940 - 1.00974]) and -0.36‰ (=1000 × [1.00906 - 1.00942]), 
respectively (acid fraction factors from Kim et al., 2007). In order to compute 
temperatures with the equation of Grossman and Ku (1986), δ18O values of aragonite 
processed at 72 °C would therefore require a correction of -0.02 to -0.04‰. Since 
this difference is smaller than the precision uncertainty of the mass spectrometer (see 
below), our data were not adjusted.

 Since bivalves form their shell near equilibrium with the ambient water, 
δ18Oshell values can be converted to temperature. C. edule forms an entirely aragonitic 
shell. Hence, the temperature equation (2) by Grossman and Ku (1986) with a scale 
correction of -0.27‰,  (Dettman et al., 1999) was applied.

  Tδ18O (°C) = 20.40 - 4.34 · (δ18 Oshell - (δ
18 Owater - 0.27))  (2)

Since δ18Owater at the study site varied by up to 1.28‰ within days (see section 4.1; 
Fig. 3A), the average seasonal δ18Owater of -0.37 ± 0.39‰ (±1σ) was used for the 
temperature reconstruction. Calculated temperatures were assigned to respective 
calendar dates by means of growth pattern analysis. Because growth increments 
were running nearly parallel to the shell surface in some shell areas, drill holes were 
partially overlapping (i.e., sampling the same increment). This required arithmetic 
averaging of some δ18Oshell values. Based on the precision uncertainty of the mass 
spectrometer, an average temperature uncertainty of ±0.3 °C was calculated following 
the error propagation method.

4 Results

4.1 Water parameters

Between 1 April 2013 and 11 March 2014 water temperatures around high tide varied 
between -1.5 °C (25 January 2014) and 22.7 °C (2 August 2014) (Fig. 3A, Table 3). The 
average temperature of the studied time interval was 11.4 ± 5.8 °C. Sodium-derived 
salinity data revealed a seasonal pattern similar to temperature (Fig. 3A, Table 3). 
However, maxima and minima of both time-series did not occur simultaneously. 
Highest salinity (37.7 PSU) was recorded in June 2013 and the lowest values  
(28.3 PSU) in early November 2013 (Fig. 3A).
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Fig. 3. Physico-chemical parameters of the study locality between March 2013 and March 2014. 
(A) Water temperature (high stand ± 1 h; arithmetic mean), salinity, and δ18Owater; (B) Chlorophyll a 
chronology; (C) Sr/Cawater, Li/Cawater and (D) Sr/Liwater values. Main growing season of C. edule 
during 2013 (19 April ± 7 days to 16 September ± 7 days) is indicated by white background; 
gray color = timing of ‘winter’ growth line formation. Error bars represent 1σ standard deviation.
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 The oxygen isotope value of the water (δ18Owater) equaled on average  
-0.69 ± 0.47‰ (±1σ) and showed a seasonal amplitude of 2.68‰ (Fig. 3A; Table 
3). Lowest values (-2.14‰) were recorded in March, and highest values (0.54‰) 
in August. Variations of up to 1.28‰ between two consecutive days were recorded 
(6 June 2013 to 7 June 2013). As expected, the δ18Owater values were positively and 
linearly correlated to salinity (r = 0.77; r² = 0.59; p < 0.01).

 Chlorophyll a concentration during the growing season of the specimens 
was, on average, 10.2 ± 8.3 mg/m³ (± 1σ), with highest concentrations (29.9 mg/m³) 
recorded in June and lowest concentrations (3.1 mg/m³) in March 2013 (Fig 3B; Table 
3).

 During the studied time interval, Sr/Cawater ratios measured  
8.38 ± 0.13 mmol/mol (average ± 1σ; Fig. 3C; Table 3). Highest Sr/Cawater ratios 
(up to 8.66 mmol/mol) were recorded in June and July, lowest (8.10 mmol/mol) in 
August 2013. Li/Cawater ratios were about four times lower than Sr/Cawater and equaled  
2.52 ± 0.31 mmol/mol with most extreme values occurring in October  
(1.97 mmol/mol) and July (3.15 mmol/mol) (Fig. 3C; Table 3). Accordingly, Sr/Liwater 

(= Sr/Ca / Li/Cawater) attained lowest values in July (2.75 mmol/mmol) and highest in 
October (4.23 mmol/mmol), and fluctuated around 3.37 ± 0.38 mmol/mmol (average 
± 1σ) (Fig. 3D; Table 3).

Observed time interval Growing season
Unit Average ± 1SD Min. Max. Average ± 1SD Min. Max.

Temperature °C 11.4 ± 5.8 -1.5 22.7 16.3 ± 3.8 8.2 22.7
Salinity (PSU) 33.2 ± 2.0 28.3 37.7 35.0 ± 1.1 32.8 37.7
δ18Owater ‰SMOW -0.69 ± 0.47 -2.14 0.54 -0.37 ± 0.39 -1.18 0.54
Chlorophyll a [mg/m³] 10.2 ± 8.3 3.1 29.9
Sr/Cawater mmol/mol 8.38 ± 0.13 8.1 8.66 8.44 ± 0.15 8.1 8.66
Li/Cawater mmol/mol 2.52 ± 0.31 1.97 3.15 2.81 ± 0.18 2.51 3.15
Sr/Liwater mmol/mmol 3.37 ± 0.38 2.75 4.23 3.02 ± 0.16 2.75 3.28

Table 3 Physico-chemical properties of the water at the study site between 29 March 2013 and 11 
March 2014. Growing season = 19 April (±1 week) to 16 September (±1 week) 2013.
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4.2 Timing and rate of shell growth of Cerastoderma edule

When the logger was deployed in the field (early April 2013), a distinct annual growth 
line was visible in specimens of C. edule. Likewise, all four specimens collected in 
the middle of March 2014 showed an annual growth line at the ventral margin, but 
the growing season of 2014 had not yet started. Between the last two annual growth 
lines (= growing season of 2013), we counted between 129 and 146 lunar daily growth 
increments. This corresponds to a duration of the main growing season of ca. five 
months. Lunar daily growth increment width curves of the four specimens agreed well 
with each other and showed two peaks near increment numbers 30 (46 ± 10 µm) and 
100 (44 ± 16 µm) (Fig. 4). On average, shells grew in height by 24 ± 12 µm per lunar 
day (Table 1).
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Fig. 4. Lunar daily growth increment (LDGI) width chronologies of the four studied C. edule specimens. 
(A) A1, (B) A6, (C) A24 and (D) A28. DOG = direction of growth.

 To constrain the timing of seasonal shell growth, the advance of shell growth 
was studied in the field by visual examination of the newly formed shell material 
almost every month. On 16 September 2013, the dark annual growth line was about 
to form in the majority of specimens indicating the main growing season recently 
ended. Considering the number of daily increments in shells that lived during 2013, 
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Fig. 5. Tidal cycle at the study locality between June and September 2013 and corresponding shell portion 
of specimen A28. Spring tides occur during full and new moon (open and full circles, respectively), 
whereas neap tides correspond to half-moon phases (half circles). Full-to-new moon period (apogee) 
covers 15 lunar days, whereas new-to-full moon period (perigee) covers 13.5 lunar days. The varying 
length of the fortnightly increment can be utilized for verification of the temporal alignment of the shell 
record. Broader increments and faint growth lines are laid down during neap tides (N), and narrower 
increments delimited by more distinct growth lines during spring tides (S). DOG = direction of growth.

this places the start of the growing season to the middle/end of April (19 April 2013 
± 7 days; Fig. 4). Further verification for the correct temporal alignment comes from 
the comparison of the shell growth patterns, in particular the alternating lengths of the 
fortnightly increments, with the tide calendar (Fig. 5; compare Hallmann et al., 2009). 
The full-to-new moon period (apogee) covers 15 lunar days, whereas the new-to-full 
moon period (perigee) is 1.5 lunar days shorter. The estimated dating uncertainty is 
ca. two weeks and results from the difficulty to identify the narrow circalunidian and 
circatidal increments near the annual growth lines.

 During the growing season (19 April ± 7 days to 16 September ± 7 days; 
Fig. 4; Table 1), the bivalves experienced a temperature and salinity range of  
16.3 °C (8.2 °C to 22.7 °C) and 35.0 PSU (32.8 to 37.7 PSU), respectively  
(Fig. 3; Table 3). During the same time interval, Sr/Cawater fluctuated between 8.10 and  
8.66 mmol/mol, Li/Cawater between 2.51 and 3.15 mmol/mmol and δ18Owater between 
-1.18‰ and 0.54‰ (Fig. 3; Table 3; see supplementary data for complete dataset).
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Sample no. Corresponding
 time interval δ18Oshell [‰] Tδ18O [°C]

A1
1 15.5. – 12.6. 0.67 14.9
2 13.6. – 22.6. -0.15 18.5
3 23.6. – 24.7. -0.69 20.8
4 25.7. – 7.8. -1.27 23.4
5 13.8. – 31.8. -0.99 22.1

Mean -0.49 19.9
Min -1.27 14.9
Max 0.67 23.4

A6
1 6.5. – 19.5. -0.02 17.9
2 20.5. – 15.6. -0.3 19.1
3 16.6. – 22.7. -0.56 20.3
4 23.7. – 7.8. -1.03 22.3
5 8.8. – 8.9. -0.74 21

Mean -0.53 20.1
Min -1.03 17.9
Max -0.02 22.3

A24
1 10.5. – 30.5. 0.05 17.6
2 31.5. – 6.7. -0.81 21.3
3 7.7. – 3.8. -1.26 23.3
4 4.8. – 20.8. -1.22 23.1
5 21.8. – 10.9. -0.68 20.8

Mean -0.78 21.2
Min -1.26 17.6
Max 0.05 23.3

A28
1 10.5. – 30.5. -0.22 18.8
2 31.5. – 6.7. -0.44 19.7
3 7.7. – 3.8. -0.85 21.5
4 4.8. – 20.8. -1.35 23.7
5 21.8. – 10.9. -1 22.2

Mean -0.77 21.2
Min -1.35 18.8
Max -0.22 23.7

Table 3 Oxygen isotope ratios and corresponding temperature reconstructions of the four studied shells
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4.3 Oxygen isotope values of shell carbonate and reconstructed temperatures 

On average, each sample represented ca. 22 ± 8 lunar days of growth. Average δ18Oshell 
of the four shells varied between -0.49 and -0.78‰. Minimum values ranging from 
-1.35 to -1.03‰ and maxima ranging from -0.22 to 0.67‰, delineated a seasonal 
cycle with highest amplitudes during the cold season and lowest amplitudes during 
summer (Table 4).

 These values translated into average water temperatures of 19.9 °C to 21.2 °C. 
Reconstructed seasonal temperature minima ranged between 14.9 °C and 18.8 °C, 
maxima between 22.3 °C and 23.7 °C (Fig. 6; Table 4). Reconstructed temperatures 
exceeded instrumental temperatures, on average, by more than 3 °C. Notably, the 
offset was typically largest early in the growing season.

4.4 Element chemistry of shell carbonate and environmental variables

Molar Sr/Cashell, Li/Cashell and Sr/Lishell, ratios of four C. edule specimens were computed 
and temporally contextualized by means of sclerochronological analysis (Fig. 7). 
Chemical data corresponding to the first and last ca. five to ten lunar daily increments 
were precluded from further analysis due to unclear temporal alignment in these shell 
portions. Average Sr/Cashell of all four specimens were very similar to each other and 
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measured 1.67 ± 0.03 mmol/mol. Maxima ranged between 2.13 and 2.42 mmol/mol 
and minima between 1.23 and 1.37 mmol/mol (Table 5). Sr/Cashell ratios were typically 
highest immediately after the annual winter line of 2012/13 and decreased toward 
summer (Figs. 7A–D). In specimens A6 and A28, values increased toward the end of 
the growing season of 2013. A weak correlation existed between the Sr/Cashell records 
of specimens A1, A6 and A24 (0.23 < r < 0.38; p < 0.01). Exceptionally high Sr/Cashell 
ratios of more than 4 mmol/mol were observed in specimen A28 at the beginning 
of the growing season 2013 (Fig. 7D). Close examination revealed that these data 
points were derived from the oOSL instead of the iOSL. Hence, these data points 
were precluded from further interpretation. Sr/Cashell ratios were not significantly 
correlated with either shell growth rate or salinity (Fig. 8; Table 5). However, a weak 
but statistically significant negative linear correlation (-0.29 < r < -0.65; p < 0.01) was 
observed between Sr/Cashell and water temperature (Fig. 8G; Table 5).

 Li/Cashell ratios were substantially lower than Sr/Cashell (Figs. 7A–D; Table 5). 
Except for specimen A28 (27 µmol/mol), average Li/Cashell values of the studied 
specimens were nearly identical and equaled 19 ± 2 µmol/mol. Li/Cashell curves of the 
studied specimens were closely correlated to each other (0.78 < r < 0.94; p < 0.01). 
In all studied specimens, Li/Cashell ratios increased exponentially toward summer and 
then decreased toward the end of the growing season (Aug/Sep; Figs. 7A-D). Similar 
to Sr/Cashell, Li/Cashell ratios were neither correlated to salinity or shell growth rate 
(Figs. 8A+E, Table 5). However, 56 to 73% of Li/Cashell variations were explained by 
water temperature (Fig. 8H; Table 5).
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Table 5 Relationship between geochemical properties of the studied shells of Cerastoderma edule and 
environmental parameters during main growing season of 2013.
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 Average Sr/Cashell and Li/Cashell ratios remained ca. five and 150 times 
below corresponding values in the water during the growing season, respectively  
(Sr/Cawater = 8.44 ± 0.15 mmol/mol; Li/Cawater = 2.81 ± 0.18 mmol/mol). Both element-
to-calcium ratios were uncorrelated to variations of respective values in the ambient 
water (Figs. 8A+F; Table 5) and exhibited two to fourfold larger seasonal ranges 
(Figs. 8A+F; compare Tables 3+5). Partition coefficients of both elements were well 
below one (KD

Sr/Ca = Sr/Cashell / Sr/Cawater = 0.20 ± 0.02, min = 0.17, max = 0.25;  
KD

Li/Ca = Li/Cashell / Li/Cawater = 0.007 ± 0.005, min = 0.003, max = 0.30).

 Sr/Lishell ratios of the studied specimens varied between 21 ± 6 mmol/mol 
and 240 ± 31 mmol/mmol. Average Sr/Lishell ratios (111 ± 12 mmol/mmol) were 
up to 40 times larger than respective values in the water (3.02 ± 0.16 mmol/mmol)  
(Figs. 9A-D, I; Tables 3+5). Sr/Lishell curves of the four specimens were strongly 
correlated to each other (0.61 < r² < 0.82; p < 0.01). Furthermore, Sr/Lishell values 
were strongly and inversely correlated to water temperature (-0.80 < r < -0.88;  
0.64 < r² < 0.77; p < 0.01; Figs. 9E–H+J; Table 5).

 A linear regression model was constructed from Sr/Lishell data of three 
specimens (A1, A6 and A28) and daily water temperature (n = 355; r = -0.82;  
r² = 0.68; p < 0.01; Fig. 10A):

 Sr/Li [mmol/mmol]  = -12.4 (±0.5) · T [°C] + 320 (±8),   (3)

where errors are given as 1 standard error. To evaluate how well ambient water 
temperature can be reconstructed from Sr/Lishell, this model was solved for temperature

 T [°C] = ((Sr/(Li ) [mmol/mmol] - 320 (±8)) / -12.4 (±0.5)   (4)

and then applied to specimen A24 (Fig. 10B). Reconstructed average  
(17.0 ± 3.7 °C), minimum (8.7 °C) and maximum water temperatures (23.9 °C) agreed 
well with instrumental recordings (average = 16.3 ± 3.6 °C; minimum = 8.2 °C; 
maximum = 22.7 °C). The average difference between reconstructed and measured 
water temperature was less than ±1.5 °C.
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5 Discussion

Reconstructed water temperatures based on oxygen isotopes of Cerastoderma edule 
almost consistently overestimated logged temperatures (Fig. 6). Such a constant 
offset can be explained by an inaccurate δ18Owater value applied for the reconstruction. 
Temperature estimates would be much more accurate, if a lower δ18Owater value of -1‰ 
was applied. The difference between best-suited and measured δ18Owater value is likely 
explained by the timing of sample collection (low tide). Stronger evapotranspiration 
(Craig and Gordon, 1965) during neap tide results in a more positive δ18Owater value. 
Consequently, the measured δ18Owater value inaccurately reflects the δ18Owater during 
high tide, i.e., the time during which intertidal bivalves produce their shell. Moreover, 
freshwater influxes from two large rivers nearby (Weser and Elbe estuaries) can further 
modify the δ18Owater value during high tide. As a result, it becomes a challenging task 
to reconstruct accurate temperatures from δ18Oshell values of recent or fossil C. edule 
specimens inhabiting intertidal zones.

 In contrast, temperatures reconstructed from Sr/Lishell closely resembled logged 
temperatures. Up to 81% of the variability in Sr/Lishell was explained by temperature. 
Even without considering Sr/Liwater in the equation, calculated and logged daily 
temperatures differed, on average, by only ±1.5 °C. This suggests that Sr/Lishell ratios 
functions as a potential new paleotemperature, especially in nearshore environments. 
Δ47 based temperature reconstructions can theoretically be nearly as precise as Sr/Lishell 
based temperature predictions but on the expense of sampling (and hence temporal) 
resolution. Sr and Li concentrations can be obtained quickly by in-situ chemical 
analyses, e.g., with a quadrupole LA-ICP-MS system. This analytical technique also 
provides a sampling resolution of tens of micrometers representing shell portions that 
formed within a few days.

5.1 Vital effects 

As in other bivalves (Gillikin et al., 2005; Surge and Walker, 2006), the incorporation 
of trace elements, here, Sr and Li into shells of Cerastoderma edule, is under strong 
biological control. This is firstly indicated by vastly different concentrations of these 
elements (and element-to-calcium ratios ) in microstructurally different shell portions. 
For example, higher Sr levels were determined in the oOSL (composite prismatic 
microstructure) than in the iOSL (simple crossed-lamellar microstructure). These 
observations are in agreement with data reported previously for this species, for 
example, by Hallam and Price (1968) who demonstrated that the inner shell layer 
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(complex crossed lamellar) contains, on average, 54% more Sr than the outer shell 
layer. Similar findings were also reported for trace and minor elements in shells of 
other bivalve species (e.g., Shirai et al., 2008, 2014; Schöne et al., 2013; Auzoux-
Bordenave et al., 2015; Poulain et al., 2015). If the amount of impurities was solely 
controlled by thermodynamics, Sr and Li levels in contemporaneous shell portions 
with different skeletal architectures should be similar. Furthermore, the distribution 
coefficients of both elements not only remained significantly below one (average 
KD

Sr/Ca = 0.20; KD
Li/Ca = 0.007), but were also different than those expected for or 

determined in synthetic aragonite (KD
Sr/Ca ≈ 1, Kinsman and Holland, 1969; Kitano 

et al., 1971; Gaetani and Cohen, 2006; KD
Li/Ca ≈ 0.003, Marriott et al., 2004a). These 

findings substantiate the hypothesis that vital effects govern the incorporation of Sr 
and Li into shells of C. edule.

 Although the exact mechanisms controlling the amount of trace impurities 
in shells are not well understood, the formation of shell material occurs from a fluid 
(extrapallial fluid, EPF) that should have almost the same ionic composition and ionic 
strength as the ambient water (Wada and Fujinuki, 1976). This is because bivalves are 
osmoconformers (Stewart, 1984) and ions can passively move through ion channels 
(Carré et al., 2006) of the mantle epithelia which separate the EPF from the body 
fluids and the outer environment. For the main inorganic building blocks of shell 
formation, Ca2+ and HCO3

-, active transmembrane enzymatic transport systems are 
in operation (see further below), and these elements are therefore enriched in the 
EPF (e.g., Crenshaw, 1972). Since the EPF is nearly isosmotic with the ambient 
environment with regard to minor and trace elements, the shell should have the same 
ionic composition as seawater. Evidently, this is not the case. It is assumed that organic 
macromolecules in the EPF and in the form of organic templates at the crystallization 
front are responsible for which and how much trace elements are incorporated into 
the biomineral and which skeletal architecture is produced at specific sites of the shell 
(Marin et al., 2012; Shirai et al., 2014). In fact, these macromolecules cannot only 
function as nuclei for the formation of new crystals, they can also inhibit growth 
when attached to certain crystal planes (Marin et al., 2007) and slightly alter the 
crystal structure (Pokroy et al., 2004, 2007). Furthermore, Stephanson et al. (2008) 
showed that concentrations of certain peptides in the calcifying fluid can significantly 
change the amount of magnesium incorporated into abiogenic calcite. This is of 
particular importance, because a seasonal variation of the concentration of organic 
macromolecules with specific binding properties in the EPF has also been demonstrated 
(Moura et al., 2000). In consequence, the distribution of trace elements between the 
EPF and the mineral formed under biological control can deviate from expectations 
based on abiogenic precipitation experiments (see comparison of KD values above).
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5.2 Growth rate and crystal kinetic effects

The incorporation of trace and minor elements into the shell of C. edule could 
potentially be influenced by growth rate, as it has been demonstrated in some other 
bivalve species (Vander Putten et al., 2000; Gillikin et al., 2005). At higher growth 
rates, some elements may be deposited away from thermodynamic equilibrium because 
the demand for these elements exceeds the supply rate which is accomplished through 
transmembrane diffusion. For example, Thébault et al. (2009) demonstrated a strong 
covariation of Li/Cashell and shell growth rate of Arctica islandica. In the case of C. 
edule, however, such growth rate effects do not seem to influence the lithium content 
of the shells, because shell growth and Li/Cashell were uncorrelated (Figs. 8A+C;  
Table 5).

 Growth rate can reportedly also control the incorporation of Sr2+ in bivalve 
shells. To avoid any shortage of the main building materials for shell production, 
Ca2+ and HCO3

- reach the EPF also in the form of membrane-coated, amorphous 
calcium carbonate-rich (ACC) vesicles (Jacob et al., 2011) and in particular, through 
transmembrane pumps (Gillikin et al., 2005; McConnaughey and Gillikin, 2008; 
Marin et al., 2012). For example, Ca2+-ATPase enzymes pump Ca2+ to the site of 
calcification and, in exchange for each calcium ion, two H+ ions away from the EPF 
(Wheeler, 1992). Active removal of protons also maintains alkaline conditions near 
the calcifying front. Support for the existence of such active transport mechanisms 
has recently been provided by pH measurements according to which the pH increases 
from the growing edge (H+ produced during calcification) toward the outer mantle 
epithelium (Stemmer et al., in press). Since the ionic radius of Sr2+ (1.31 Å; Shannon, 
1976) is similar to that of Ca2+ (1.18 Å; Shannon, 1976), strontium can occasionally 
reach the EPF through these Ca2+-ATPase pumps as well (Carré et al., 2006). Faster 
shell growth should therefore not only result in elevated Ca2+-ATPase activity and an 
enrichment of Ca2+ in the EPF, but also in a relative depletion of Sr2+ in the EPF. Some 
authors therefore suggested that higher precipitation rates are associated with lower 
Sr/Cashell ratios (e.g., Carré et al., 2006). However, shell growth rate and strontium 
levels of C. edule were not correlated (Figs. 8A+C). Therefore, growth rate effects 
do not explain the variability of strontium in the shell of this species. These findings 
suggests that a growth rate control of trace and minor element incorporation in bivalve 
shells likely is a species-specific phenomenon.

 Moreover, crystal kinetic effects in the form of precipitation rate have been 
shown to exert control on the distribution coefficient of trace elements in synthetic 
calcium carbonate (Busenberg and Plummer, 1985; Gaetani and Cohen, 2006; Gabitov 
et al., 2011). Two independent explanations for this correlation were proposed:  
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(a) The growth entrapment model, according to which particularly fast growth prevents 
equilibration of a newly formed, enriched layer on the surface of the crystal with the 
surrounding fluid, resulting in the entrapment of large amounts of certain elements 
(Watson and Liang, 1995, Gaetani and Cohen, 2006; Gabitov et al., 2011), (b) The 
incorporation of certain monovalent ions at interstitial sites, i.e., at sites which are 
known to increase in calcite with higher growth rates (Busenberg and Plummer, 1985). 
Consequently, the distribution coefficients of Sr2+, Li+ and Sr/Li (KD

Sr/Li) of C. edule can 
change as function of kinetic effects. A verification of these effects in calcium carbonate 
formed under biological control remains challenging, because the final composition 
of the biomineral is influenced by additional factors. If, for example, growth rate is 
used as a proxy for crystal precipitation rate, results must be interpreted carefully, 
because growth rate also exerts control on the composition of the calcifying fluid (see 
above). Since faster shell growth is inevitably associated with increased precipitation 
rate, at least a weak relationship should exist between shell growth rate and the trace 
element composition, if one of the aforementioned effects exerts a major control on 
the distribution coefficient of trace elements in shells of C. edule. As this is clearly not 
the case, both models seem to be inapplicable to explain the variations observed here. 
In the case of the growth entrapment model, this might be caused by the full biological 
control under which crystallization is proceeding, with organic material at least partly 
surrounding growing crystals (Marin et al., 2007, 2012) and thus regulating processes 
occurring at the crystal surface. A deviation from the correlation between the number 
interstitial sites and the concentration of monovalent ions in calcite demonstrated by 
Busenberg and Plummer (1985) is not surprising, because C. edule produces only the 
CaCO3 polymorph aragonite, for which precipitation experiments demonstrated the 
incorporation of monovalent ions by substitution into the crystal lattice and not into 
interstitial sites (Okumura and Kitano, 1986).

5.3 Rayleigh fractionation

In the case of foraminifera (Elderfield et al., 1996; Bryan and Marchitto, 2008) and 
corals (Gagnon et al., 2007; Case et al., 2010; Hathrone et al., 2013.), the distribution 
of trace elements in the skeletons has been explained by Rayleigh fractionation 
(Albarède, 1996). This model requires formation of a biomineral in a closed or semi-
closed system. While the biomineral forms, the calcifying solution becomes depleted 
in elements that are preferably incorporated into the biomineral, i.e. elements with a 
distribution coefficient larger than one, and enriched in elements that are preferably 
excluded from the biomineral, i.e. elements with a KD value smaller than one. In turn, 
the elemental chemistry of the biomineral also evolves and becomes continuously 
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Fig. 8. Sclerochronological data of the shell and physico-chemical properties of the ambient water.  
(A) Average (±1 SD) Sr/Cashell (black) and Li/Cashell (gray) profiles of all four shells. (B) Water temperature; 
(C) Average (±1 SD) lunar daily growth increment width (LDGI) chronology; (D) Chlorophyll a;  
(E) Salinity; (F) Sr/Cawater and Li/Cawater time-series. Regression analysis of water temperature and  
(G) Sr/Cashell and (H) Li/Cashell.

enriched in compatible elements and depleted in elements that are preferentially 
excluded from the biomineral. As a consequence, elements that are preferentially 
excluded from skeletal aragonite and have KD  values <<1 should be strongly positively 
correlated with each other. However, this is not the case in bivalves. For example, Sr 
and Li of C. edule are uncorrelated although both elements have KD values <<1.
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5.4 Salinity and elemental chemistry of the water

The Sr/Ca ratio of biominerals is often considered as a temperature proxy that is 
largely independent from salinity, because Sr/Ca values in seawater at salinities above 
10 remain invariant (Dodd and Crisp, 1982), even on geological longer time scales 
(Beck et al., 1992). However, a closer look at the data provided in Dodd and Crisp 
(1982) reveals significant variations. For example, between salinities of 13 (“High 
Island Beach”) and 35.9 (“Offshore Gulf”), the molar Sr/Cawater values computed 
from the ion levels given in Dodd and Crisp (1982) fluctuate between 7.5 and  
8.8 mmol/mol. Between salinities of 32.7 (“Arkata Boat Ramp”) and 35.9 (“Offshore 
Gulf”), Sr/Cawater ratios still vary by 0.8 mmol/mol (8 to 8.8 mmol/mol).

 The effect of fluctuating Sr/Cawater ratios on temperature estimates based on  
Sr/Cashell of C. edule can easily be computed from the KD

Sr/Ca value (average = 0.20) 
and the temperature sensitivity (-0.02 mmol/mol/°C) of this species. In the present 
study, Sr/Cawater varied by ca. 0.6 mmol/mol during the growing season. Corresponding 
Sr/Cashell values of C. edule would show a seasonal range of ca. 0.12 mmol/mol (if 
temperature remained invariant). This value corresponds to a temperature range of  
6 °C. In other words, if the Sr/Cawater variability remains unnoticed, temperature estimates 
can be off by as much as ±3 °C. In the case of Sr/Lishell, the average potential error 
caused by seasonal changes of the Sr/Liwater ratio is only ca. ±0.8 °C (KD

Sr/Li: Average 
= 38; 7 to 80 at high and low temperature, respectively; temperature sensitivity of  
Sr/Lishell = 12.4 mmol/mmol/°C; seasonal range of Sr/Liwater = 0.5 mmol/mmol).

 Although our data did not indicate any statistical correlation between  
Sr/Cashell, Li/Cashell or Sr/Lishell and salinity – an observation which is in line with previous 
reports on bivalves (Freitas et al., 2006; Wanamaker et al., 2008), cold- and warm-
water corals (Hathorne et al., 2013; Raddatz et al., 2013) and inorganic carbonates 
(Marriott et al., 2004a) – it should be kept in mind that the chemical composition of 
water in coastal settings can slightly vary, especially on short time-scales, and affect 
temperature estimates based on variations of trace and minor elements in the shells. On 
the other hand, the empirically determined average temperature uncertainty based on 
Sr/Lishell was only ±1.5 °C, which justifies to further explore this ratio as a promising 
new temperature proxy in bivalve shells.
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Fig. 9. Relationship between geochemical properties of the shell and water temperature. Sr/Lishell  
time-series (black) vs. water temperature (gray) (A = A1, B = A6, C = A24 and D = A28). (E–H) Linear 
regression analyses of A–D. (I) Average Sr/Lishell chronology (±1 SD) of all four specimens (black) vs. 
water temperature (dashed black). (J) Cross-plot of data shown in (I).
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5.5 Ocean productivity

In previous studies on bivalves, changes of Li/Cashell values were interpreted to reflect 
changes in ocean productivity (Thébault and Chauvaud, 2013). During diatom blooms, 
Pecten maximus showed elevated Li/Cashell values. In the present study, however,  
Li/Ca peaks of C. edule lagged ca. 1.5 months behind the seasonal primary productivity 
maximum (Figs. 8A+D). In addition, Li/Cashell time-series showed a distinct double 
peak in summer that agreed well with the two temperature maxima, whereas the 
Chlorophyll a curve only showed a single peak (Figs. 8A+D).

5.6 Occurrence of trace and minor elements in bivalve shells

It is still largely unresolved in which form the various different trace and minor 
elements co-precipitate with calcium carbonate. In coral and synthetic aragonite, for 
example, the substitution for Ca2+ in the crystal lattice (Amiel et al., 1973; Okumura and 
Kitano, 1986) and the absorption to mineral surfaces were shown for certain elements 
(Watanabe et al., 2001). In abiogenic calcite, lattice defects were demonstrated as 
another possible incorporation site (Busenberg and Plummer, 1985). In bivalve shells, 
trace elements were additionally found in the form of separate mineral phases (Odum, 
1951; Fritz et al., 1990, 1992) and bound to organics (Foster et al., 2008; Schöne et 
al., 2010). Following Goldschmidt (1926), strontium as a divalent cation with similar 
ionic radius (Sr2+: 1.31 Å, Ca2+: 1.18 Å; Shannon, 1976) can potentially substitute 
for Ca2+ in the crystal lattice of aragonite. This has been verified for coral (Finch et 
al., 2003) and bivalve (Foster et al., 2009) aragonite. Due to the larger difference 
of the ionic radii and the monovalent character a simple stoichiometric substitution 
of lithium (0.92 Å; Shannon, 1976) for calcium is unlikely. However, lithium might 
still substitute for Ca2+ as long as charge neutrality is ensured, either by vacant lattice 
sites or by the incorporation of an additional ion (Goldschmidt, 1954; McIntire, 1963; 
Okumura and Kitano, 1986). Since the coordination of lithium in bivalve shells has not 
yet been studied, it remains speculative how and in which form lithium is incorporated 
into these biominerals.

 Controversial views also exist on the role of temperature on lithium 
incorporation into synthetic aragonite. Marriott et al. (2004b) suggest that lithium 
is easier incorporated into CaCO3 at lower temperatures, but more difficult at higher 
temperature, because the reaction during incorporation is exothermic. On the opposite, 
Smith et al. (1971) demonstrated that the formation of Li2CO3 is inversely correlated 
to temperature. Whereas the solubility of Li2CO3 increases at lower temperature, its 
formation is easier at warmer conditions.
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Fig. 10. Sr/Lishell paleothermometry. (A) Linear regression model constructed from Sr/Lishell of 
specimens A1, A6 and A28. Uncertainty in model represents one standard error (1 SE). (B) Time-series 
of measured temperature (gray) and temperature reconstructed from Sr/Lishell of specimen A24 (black) 
using model shown in (A).
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5.7 Sr/Cashell, Li/Cashell, and Sr/Lishell of C. edule as temperature proxies

Sr/Cashell and Li/Cashell of C. edule covaried statistically significantly with temperature, 
weakly in the case of strontium and much stronger in the case of lithium (Figs. 8A+B). 
Similar results have been demonstrated by Hallam and Price (1968), who showed that 
strontium in shells of C. edule is negatively and linearly correlated to temperature. 
Despite vital effects, this finding compares well with thermodynamic expectations 
and results obtained from abiogenic precipitation experiments according to which 
a negative – and quasi-linear – relationship exists between temperature and Sr/Ca 
in aragonite (Kinsman and Holland, 1969; Gaetani and Cohen, 2006). However, the 
temperature sensitivity of Sr/Cashell of C. edule (-0.02 mmol/mol/°C) was only half 
as large as in synthetic aragonite (-0.04 mmol/mol/°C; Kinsman and Holland, 1969; 
Gaetani and Cohen, 2006). For comparison, the temperature sensitivity of coral Sr/Ca 
is -0.06 mmol/mol/°C (Gagan et al., 2000; Corrège, 2006). In contrast to Sr/Cashell, the 
Li/Cashell ratios of C. edule were positively correlated to temperature, a result again 
comparing well with theoretic calculations on the temperature dependent incorporation 
of lithium into abiogenic aragonite and calcite (Hall and Chan, 2004; Hathorne et al., 
2013). As yet, no experiments have been conducted to test the temperature effects on 
Li/Ca in synthetic aragonite.

 Findings of the present study further imply that the temperature sensitivity of 
Sr/Cashell and Li/Cashell of C. edule is reinforced by (unknown) biological factors. We 
hypothesize here that a large portion of vital effects masking the temperature signal 
are mathematically eliminated by combining the two element-to-calcium ratios. If 
this hypothesis is true and indexing removes the majority of vital effects, then the 
incorporation of both elements, Sr and Li is likely controlled by similar mechanisms 
in C. edule. Normalizing Sr/Ca to Li/Ca reduced the scatter and increased the 
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explained variability (higher r2 value). The slope of the regression line of Sr/Lishell vs. 
temperature is particularly steep (= large temperature sensitivity), because a negative 
linear regression was combined with a positive exponential regression.

6 Summary and conclusions

Sr/Lishell of Cerastoderma edule potentially serves as a promising new temperature 
proxy for aragonitic bivalve shells, specifically in coastal environments where 
traditional oxygen isotope-based temperature estimates can be erroneous. Up to 81% 
of the variability of Sr/Lishell is explained by temperature, i.e. much more than either 
Sr/Cashell or Li/Cashell values. The empirically determined precision is on the order of 
±1.5 °C. Normalizing Sr/Ca to Li/Ca likely eliminates the majority of vital effects that 
typically challenge Sr/Cashell-based temperature predictions. Apparently, growth rate 
and Rayleigh fractionation do not control the incorporation of Sr or Li in the shell. 
Future studies are required to test if Sr/Lishell also serves as a reliable temperature proxy 
in other bivalve species inhabiting different environments and if a similar relationship 
also exists in other calcium carbonate polymorphs.
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Abstract

It remains a challenging task to reconstruct water temperatures from Sr/Ca ratios of 
bivalve shells. Although in many aragonitic species Sr/Ca is negatively correlated 
to temperature – which is expected from abiogenic precipitation experiments –, the 
incorporation of Sr into the shell of bivalves is strongly controlled by physiological 
processes and occurs away from predicted thermodynamic equilibrium. Strontium-
to-calcium ratios of aragonitic shells remain far below that of the ambient water. 
Moreover, Sr levels vary considerably among shell portions displaying different 
microstructures and / or organic contents. Values observed at annual growth lines and 
portions between them (= annual growth increments) deviate much stronger from 
each other than expected from temperature or Sr/Cawater change. As demonstrated here 
by ultra-high resolution analysis (electron microprobe, NanoSIMS) of Sr in shells 
of Cerastoderma edule, Sr levels are also heterogeneously distributed at the lower 
micrometer scale. In the outer shell portion of the outer shell layer for example, Sr/Ca 
ratios were significantly higher at circatidal growth lines (irregular simple prismatic 
structure; 2.9 ± 0.4 mmol/mol) and lower within circatidal increments (nondenticular 
prismatic structure; 2.5 ± 0.2 mmol/mol). S/Cashell, measured to approximate the 
organic concentration of the analyzed microstructure, showed the opposite pattern, 
i.e., high values in circatidal increments (2.4 ± 0.3 mmol/mol), low values at circatidal 
growth lines (2.1 ± 0.5 mmol/mol). Maximum values of Sr/Cashell (4 mmol/mol) and  
S/Cashell (4.6 mmol/mol), however, were typically associated with annual growth lines. 
The intimate link between Sr/Cashell, S/Cashell and shell architecture may indicate that 
microstructures or the processes controlling their formation exert a strong control 
over the incorporation of strontium into shells of C. edule. Analytical techniques 
with lower sampling resolution, e.g., LA-ICP-MS, cannot resolve such fine-scale Sr 
variations. As a result, the signal-to-noise ratio decreases and the data generated by 
such techniques do not seem to provide useful paleotemperature data. Future studies 
should therefore employ a combined analysis of Sr/Cashell and shell microstructures. 
Sr/Cashell values of shell portions consisting of different microstructures should be 
interpreted separately.
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1 Introduction

Strontium-to-calcium ratios of many biogenic carbonates can provide robust 
temperature estimates (Beck et al., 1992). Unlike δ18O values, the Sr/Ca thermometer 
functions well in fully marine as well as brackish waters, because Sr/Cawater remains 
nearly invariant in seawater above 10 PSU (Dodd and Crisp, 1982). Thus, changes 
in Sr/Ca ratio of the CaCO3 predominantly reflect changes in temperature, but not 
salinity and freshwater influx. The Sr/Ca thermometer is routinely used in tropical, 
shallow-marine corals (Corrége, 2006), because the incorporation of Sr2+ into their 
aragonitic skeletons is close to predicted thermodynamic equilibrium and similar 
to that of abiogenic aragonite (Kinsman and Holland, 1969; Dietzel et al., 2004; 
Gaetani and Cohen, 2006). At 25 °C the distribution coefficient, KD

Sr/Ca, of synthetic 
aragonite is 1.19 (Dietzel et al., 2004) and that of Porites 1.06 (Shen et al., 1996). With 
increasing water temperature, decreasing levels of Sr substitute for Ca in the crystal 
lattice. The temperature sensitivity of corals is, on average, -0.06 mmol/mol Sr/Ca 
per 1 °C (Corrège, 2006) and therefore slightly higher than that of synthetic aragonite 
(-0.04 mmol/mol Sr/Ca per 1 °C; Gaetani and Cohen, 2006).

 Interpreting Sr/Ca ratios of aragonitic bivalve shells, however, remains a 
challenging task. Several authors found a negative correlation between Sr/Cashell and 
water temperature (Dodd, 1965; Hallam and Price, 1968; Schöne et al., 2011; Yan et 
al., 2013) and reported temperature sensitivities ranging between -0.02 mmol/mol/°C 
in Cerastoderma edule (Füllenbach et al., 2015) and Corbicula fluminea (Zhao et al., 
2016) and -0.06 to -0.07 mmol/mol/°C in Tridacna spp. (Yan et al., 2013). Others 
found a positive correlation (Stecher et al., 1996; Hart and Blusztajn, 1998; Toland et 
al., 2000; Wannamaker et al., 2008) or none at all (Vander Putten et al., 2000; Carré 
et al., 2006). Furthermore, various authors noticed a correlation between Sr/Cashell and 
growth rate (Swan, 1956; Stecher at al., 1996; Takesue and van Geen, 2004; Gillikin et 
al., 2005; Lorrain et al., 2005) and ontogenetic age (Swan, 1956). What existing studies 
have in common is KD

Sr/Ca values of only 0.2 to 0.3 between temperatures of ca. 0 and  
30 °C (Gillikin et al., 2005; Füllenbach et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2016) indicating a strong 
discrimination against Sr. However, when studied in more detail, it becomes apparent 
that Sr is heterogeneously distributed in the biomineral. Firstly, when measured by 
means of laser ablation inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) 
and 50 µm resolution in line scan mode, shell portions between consecutive annual 
growth lines (= annual increments) of Arctica islandica reveal considerable temporal 
fluctuations of alternating high and low Sr/Cashell values (Schöne et al., 2013). This 
intra-annual Sr/Cashell noise of up to ±0.5 mmol/mol that can hardly be explained 
by short-term changes in water temperature or Sr/Cawater. In the absence of higher 
resolution Sr mapping, it currently remains unresolved why Sr/Cashell varies on  
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intra-annual time-scales and to what degree the actual variability is attenuated by  
time-averaged sampling. Secondly, depending on species, Sr is either strongly enriched 
(Foster et al., 2009; Schöne et al., 2011, 2013; Shirai et al., 2014) or strongly depleted 
at the annual growth lines (Stecher et al., 1996; Takesue and van Geen, 2004). In 
the veneroid Mercenaria mercenaria, for example, Stecher et al. (1996) documented  
Sr/Cashell values of up to 2.6 mmol/mol in annual increments, but only 1 to  
1.2 mmol/mol in annual (winter) growth lines. On the contrary, Schöne et al. (2013) 
reported values of 0.84 and 2.47 mmol/mol from annual increments and annual 
growth lines (formed between November and January) of A. islandica, respectively. 
Likewise, Füllenbach et al. (2015) measured elevated Sr levels near annual (winter) 
lines of Cerastoderma edule. In all three species, the abrupt Sr/Cashell shifts cannot be 
explained by changes of Sr/Cawater or water temperature (Stecher et al., 1996; Schöne 
et al., 2013, Füllenbach et al., 2015). However, the abrupt changes in Sr content at the 
annual growth lines are clearly associated with modifications of the shell microstructure 
(Schöne et al., 2013; Shirai et al., 2014). In the light of these findings it is still surprising 
that whole shell (Hallam and Price, 1968), low-pass filtered (Füllenbach et al., 
2015) or annually averaged (Schöne et al., 2011) Sr/Cashell data are often statistically  
significantly – though not particularly strongly – correlated with water temperature.

 Here, we studied the distribution of strontium, calcium, and sulfur (representing 
organics) in a shell of the common cockle C. edule by means of ultra-high-resolution 
in-situ analytical techniques, i.e., quantitatively by electron microprobe and  
semi-quantitatively by NanoSIMS. Special attention was paid to relationships between 
Sr/Cashell and S/Cashell values, growth patterns and microstructures. Specifically, we 
addressed the following questions: (i) How variable is the Sr content of the shell at the 
sub/micrometer-scale? (ii) What explains the enrichment of Sr at the annual growth 
lines? (iii) Which sampling strategies should be applied in future studies Sr/Cashell 

studies? The ultimate goals of this study were to better understand the variability and 
trends of Sr/Cashell data taken with lower spatial resolution and to investigate if higher 
sampling resolution can resolve issues that currently impede the routine use of Sr/Ca 
as a temperature proxy in bivalve shells.

2 Material and Methods

This manuscript focuses on the geochemical heterogeneity in C. edule on the ultra-
scale. Because analytical techniques which allow for such a high spatial resolution 
are extremely time-consuming, we did not measure different specimens, but tested 
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the reproducibility of our findings by repeated analyses within different areas of the 
same specimen.

2.1 Cerastoderma edule

C. edule is a common inhabitant of the intertidal zone along the European coastline 
(Malham et al., 2012). The growing season of this short-lived, fast-growing species 
typically lasts from early spring to late fall (Bourget and Brock, 1990). Annual 
growth lines are visible as notches on the outer shell surface and as distinct lines in 
cross-sections (Orton, 1926; House and Farrow, 1968; Farrow, 1971; Bourget and 
Brock, 1990; Ponsero et al., 2009). Intra-annual growth patterns including circatidal  
(semi-diurnal), ciraclunidian (lunar daily) and fortnightly growth increments and lines 
(Deith, 1985) are particularly well developed in the second and third ontogenetic year. 
Circatidal growth lines form during low tide and circatidal growth increments during 
immersion at high tide (Richardson et al., 1979; Ohno, 1985; Lønne and Gray, 1988; 
Mahé et al., 2010). In later ontogenetic years, microgrowth patterns are difficult to 
discern because the shell growth rate is strongly reduced (Bourget and Brock, 1990). 
The fully aragonitic shell (tested by Raman spectroscopy) can be subdivided into an 
inner (= ISL) and outer shell layer (= OSL). The OSL consists of an inner (= iOSL) 
and outer portion (= oOSL), separated by a transition zone (= TZ; Fig. 1).

2.2 Biomineralization

Shell formation in C. edule and other bivalves occurs in two fluid- or gel-filled 
reaction compartments, so-called extrapallial spaces (EPS) which are separated 
from the hemolymph (blood) and ambient water by the mantle epithelia. The ISL 
forms in the inner extrapallial space (iEPS), the OSL in the outer extrapallial space 
(oEPS). According to the prevalent opinion, mantle epithelial cells produce an organic 
template (Wilbur and Jodrey, 1955; Bevelander and Nakahara, 1969) that acts as a 
(water-insoluble) matrix which orchestrates the formation of the biomineral including 
its architecture, chemical composition and the polymorph of CaCO3. These organic 
constituents become part of the biomineral as an intercrystalline matrix (Marin et al. 
2012) that enwraps individual microstructural units (= nanocrystal assemblages). Other 
organic macromolecules, in particular acidic glycoproteins, become incorporated 
into the shell as intracrystalline organic matrix (Marin et al., 2012). Trace and minor 
elements, however, can substitute for Ca2+ in the crystal lattice (Carriker et al., 1980), 
be adsorbed to mineral surfaces (Carriker et al., 1980), bound to organics (Lingard et 
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al, 1992; Schöne et al., 2010), or be incorporated as separate mineral phases (Carriker 
et al., 1982; Fritz et al., 1990). How these ions are transported to the site of calcification 
will be discussed in the following.

 The calcifying fluid in the EPS of marine bivalves is nearly isosmotic with the 
ambient water with regard to trace and minor elements (Wada and Fujinuki, 1976), 
because ions can passively move across the mantle epithelia via intercellular diffusion 
(Wilbur and Saleuddin, 1983) and intracellular ion channels (e.g. Carré et al., 2006). 
To meet the high demand of the main building materials of shell formation, a large 
proportion of Ca2+ and HCO3

- ions are also actively transported to the EPS through 
enzymatic pumps such as Ca2+-ATPase (Wilbur and Saleuddin, 1983). A fourth 
transmembrane ion transport mechanism possibly involves membrane-coated vesicles 
(granules) containing amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC; Han and Aizenberg, 2008; 
Jacob et al., 2011; for a review also see Addadi et al., 2003; Cartwright et al., 2012) that 
are released by the mantle epithelium into the EPS, where ACC becomes destabilized 
and then converted into a crystalline polymorph of CaCO3. Although the calcifying 
fluid in the EPS has nearly the same chemical composition as the ambient water, the 
shell is depleted in many elements including Sr. Presumably, organic macromolecules 
synthesized by mantle epithelial cells and released into the EPS control the amount 
and type of trace elements that are incorporated into the shell (compare Stephenson 
et al., 2008), as well as the crystal morphology, size and orientation. Organic 
macromolecules not only control the formation of specific microstructures and CaCO3 

polymorphs (Marin et al., 2004), they also trigger and inhibit the formation of new 
nanocrystal assemblages (Marin et al., 2007). As illustrated by this brief review, 
bivalve shell formation is under strong biological control. The concentration of many 
trace and minor elements in the shell is thus much lower than expected from abiogenic 
precipitation experiments.

2.3 Sample locality and shell preparation

On 11 March 2014, one specimen of C. edule (SNS-11Mar14-A20) was collected alive 
from the high intertidal zone of the North Sea near the village of Schillig, Germany 
(53°42‘45.68“N, 008°01‘14.88“E). After removing the soft tissues and cleaning the 
shell from adherent sediment, the left valve was mounted on a plexiglass cube. To 
prevent damage during sawing, the valve was covered with a thin layer of quick-drying 
 epoxy resin (JB KWIK). Then, a 2-millimeter-thick section was cut along the axis 
of maximum growth, embedded in epoxy resin (Struers EPOFix) and stored under 
vacuum for three hours to remove air-bubbles from the resin. For NanoSIMS analyses, 
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the sample was ground on SiC disks (P320, P600, P1200, P2400). Polishing was 
performed with a 3 µm poly-diamond solution followed by three hour fine-polishing 
on a Buehler VibroMet using 1 µm Al2O3 powder. To prevent any contamination, the 
sample was ultrasonically cleaned in Milli-Q water between each preparation step. 
Then, the sample was coated with a ~10-nanometer thick Pt-Pd-layer and analyzed by 
means of NanoSIMS. Subsequently, element concentrations of the same sample were 
determined by means of electron microprobe analysis. For this purpose, the sample 
was ground and polished again with a Struers Tegramin 25/30 system using diamond 
discs and poly-diamond solutions of various grit sizes. Between each grinding step, the 
sample was ultrasonically cleaned in a mixture of alcohol and water. Before coating 
the sample with a 20-nanometer thick layer of carbon, the sample was dried overnight 
in a vacuum oven (70 °C) to remove any extant water from the sample surface.

2.4 Shell microstructures and growth patterns

Shell microstructures and growth patterns were analyzed with a LOT Quantum Design 
FEI Phenom (2nd edition) electron microscope at 4100 to 48,000 × magnification. 
Microgrowth patterns were analyzed within the third ontogenetic year (Figs. 1A+B). 
Images for microstructural analyses were taken in shell portions that formed during 
the last four ontogenetic years, i.e., during age three to six.

2.5 Semi-quantitative mapping using NanoSIMS

Ion maps of 44Ca+ and 88Sr+ were obtained using a NanoSIMS 50 (AMETEK, Inc., 
CAMECA SAS) housed at the Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute, University 
of Tokyo. A 100 pA primary 16O- beam with diameter of ~2 μm was used at an 
accelerating voltage of 8 kV. Secondary ions were detected simultaneously using a 
multi-collector electron multiplier system. The mass resolution power was 4000 at 
10% peak height. Maps of 50 x 50 μm were measured with a raster size of 256 x 
256 pixels, and a total of 30 flames were taken on each map. The collecting time 
was 65 seconds per flame. After pre-sputtering, which was included within the 30 
flames, clear ion images were obtained (usually between 15th and 29th flame). Because 
carbonate is easily charged, it is difficult to define the exact pre-sputtering time 
through each session. From corrected images, ion maps of 88Sr+/44Ca+ were calculated 
and expressed as 88Sr+/44Ca+ x 10,000. Ion images were analyzed using the free image 
processing software ImageJ including the openmims plugin (http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/;  
http://nrims.harvard.edu/software/openmims; last checked on 17 March 2016).
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2.6. Quantitative spot measurements using electron probe microanalyzer

Quantitative concentrations of strontium, sulfur and calcium were determined with an 
electron probe microanalyzer (JEOL JXA 8200) in spot mode (WDS; 15 kV accelerating 
voltage; 8 nA beam current; 1 µm beam diameter; 2–3 µm excitation radius) at the 
Institute of Geosciences, University of Mainz. Measurements were completed in six 
different regions (I–VI; Fig. 1A). Element levels measured in region I (= early growing 
season of 2010; ontogenetic year three), II (= main part of the growing season) and III 
(= towards the end of the growing season 2010) focused on geochemical variations of 
circatidal growth patterns. Each of the three regions was further subdivided into two 
(= region II, sub-region d–e) to three (= region I, sub-region a–c; region III, sub-region 
f–h) sub-regions, respectively, which covered approximately the same time interval 
within the oOSL, TZ and iOSL (Figs. 1A+D). Each data point represents the arithmetic 
mean of five spots measured in close proximity (ca. 5 µm distance between each spot; 
Fig. 1D).

 Regions IV-VI correspond to grids (= 6 x 25, 6 x 30, and 8 x 25 spots; spot-
to-spot distance ca. 12 to 15 µm lateral and 5 µm vertical) measured across annual 
growth lines (IV = 2010/11; V = 2011/12, VI = 2012/13; Figs. 1A+F). Within each grid, 
data of spots arranged in rows parallel to the annual growth lines were arithmetically 
averaged. Because of the complex orientation of annual growth lines in the TZ and in 
the oOSL, electron microprobe measurements were only completed in the iOSL. In 
total, the concentration of Sr, S and Ca was measured in 1226 single spots.

 Synthetic strontiumsulfate (SrSO4), bariumsulfate (BaSO4) and calcite 
(CaCO3) minerals were analyzed as standards for strontium, sulfur and calcium 
concentrations, respectively. Average concentrations of repeated measurements agree 
within 2.3% with reference values and the relative standard deviations (1 RSD) are  
< 2.7%. Strontium and sulfur concentrations were normalized to calcium and reported 
as Sr/Cashell and S/Cashell ratios, respectively.

Fig. 1. Synopsis of sampled shell regions and applied sample techniques. (A) Light-microscopy image 
of analyzed shell thick-section. Annual growth lines are indicated by dashed white lines. White dotted 
lines denote limits of the different shell layers (iOSL = inner outer shell layer; TZ = transition zone; 
oOSL = outer outer shell layer). Roman numerals (I–VI) indicate shell regions analyzed with EPMA. 
Regions I–III are further divided into sub-regions (a–h) corresponding to transects of the same sequence 
of consecutive circatidal increments and lines measured within different shell layers. (B) Close-up of 
oOSL and TZ focused on circatidal growths patterns. Dashed lines represent circatidal growth lines. 
A couplet of two circatidal growth increments forms each lunar day (~24.8 h). (C) NanoSIMS-maps 
acquired in oOSL and TZ. Mapped areas are approximately located between region II and III.  
(D) EPMA measurements on consecutively formed circatidal growth lines and increments. The 
geochemical composition of each growth structure is inferred from the arithmetical mean of 5 spot 
analyses. (E) NanoSIMS-maps across an annual growth line (region IV). (F) EPMA-grit across an 
annual growth line (region IV). DOG = direction of growth.
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3 Results

The studied specimen of C. edule was six years-old when collected. The last annual 
increment formed during 2013; the growing season of 2014 had not yet started 
when the bivalve was collected. As expected, the broadest annual increments were 
deposited during age one to three. Thereafter, growth rates decreased strongly.  
Tide-controlled microgrowth patterns such as circatidal, circalunidian, and fortnightly 
growth increments and lines were particularly well developed in ontogenetic years 
two and three.

3.1 Shell microstructure

Each shell portion was characterized by a specific microstructure (Fig. 2). 
Nondenticular composite prismatic microstructures (= CP) predominated in the oOSL 
(Fig. 2B), crossed-acicular structures (= CA) in the TZ (Fig. 2C) and crossed-lamellar 
structures (= XLM) in the iOSL (Fig. 2D). Microstructures were disrupted by growth 
lines that stretched parabolically-shaped from the oOSL to the iOSL and ultimately 
approached the inner shell layer at a very low angle (Figs. 1A+B). Circatidal growth 
lines were broadest (ca. 3 – 8 µm) in the oOSL and became gradually narrower toward 
the myostracum (ca. 0.2 – 1 µm). Within the oOSL, growth lines consisted of irregular 
simple prisms (= ISP; Fig. 2B2) and as such differed structurally from the adjacent 
increments (= CP; Fig. 2B1). Within the circatidal lines, the longest axes of the prisms 
were aligned parallel to the direction of growth (Fig. 2B). Transitions between the 
microstructures of the growth increments and lines were abrupt. Within a single growth 
line, prisms gradually broadened in the direction of growth and were typically larger 
than structural units of the adjacent increments (Fig. 2B2). Within the TZ, growth lines 
also consisted of ISP and differed from the adjacent microstructure (= CA; Fig. 2C). 
In the iOSL, growth lines and increments consisted of the same microstructure  
(= XLM; Fig. 2D) and were only distinguishable from each other by larger 3rd-order 
lamellae in the circatidal growth lines (Fig. 2D2). The transition between larger 
and smaller 3rd-order lamellae in circatidal growth lines and increments was abrupt. 
Consequently, in each shell layer the same (contemporaneously formed) growth line 
differed microstructurally.

 Annual growth lines showed the same sequence of microstructures as observed 
for intra-annual lines, i.e., ISP in the oOSL and TZ, and XLM in the iOSL. Widths 
of annual growth lines measured between ca. 1 and 5 µm. Transitions between the 
microstructures of the annual growth increments and lines were abrupt in the oOSL 
and TZ, but gradual in the iOSL (Figs. 2E+E1).
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3.2 Intra-annual Sr/Cashell and S/Cashell variations

Semi-quantitative element maps determined by NanoSIMS revealed distinct Sr/Cashell 
enrichments at circatidal growth lines (Fig. 3A). Within the oOSL and the TZ, the 
transition between enriched and depleted domains was abrupt and associated with a 
change in microstructure (Figs. 3B+C). In contrast, within the iOSL, the difference of 
Sr concentration in lines and increments was smaller and the transition between the 
two growth structures less abrupt (Fig. 3D).

Fig. 2. SEM images of microstructures of C. edule within circatidal and annual growth patterns.  
(A) Schematic illustration of circtidal (thin black parabolic lines) and annual (thick black dashed lines) 
growth patterns and shell layers (inner outer shell layer = iOSL; transition zone = TZ; outer outer 
shell layer = oOSL; subdivided by fine dashed line) of the last four growing season (2010–2013).  
(B) Microstructures of the oOSL with nondenticular composite prismatic structures (= CP) in circatidal 
increments (B1) and irregular simple prisms (= ISP) in circatidal growth lines (B2). Note the abrupt 
change between both structures. (C) Microstructures of the TZ with circatidal increments formed by 
crossed-acicular structures (= CA; C1) and circatidal growth lines characterized by irregular simple 
prisms (= ISP; C2). (D) Microstructures of the iOSL, with circatidal increments and growth lines both 
formed by crossed-lamellar structures (= XLM). Note the difference in size between smallest units  
(3rd-order lamellae) in the increments (D1) and within the growth line (D2). (E) Crossed-lamellar 
structures within the iOSL along an annual growth line. Third-order lamellae are slightly enlarged at 
the annual line (E1). In all images (B–E) dashed lines indicate transitions between growth line and 
increment. Scale bar if not otherwise indicated represents 5 µm. DOG = Direction of growth.
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Fig. 3. Sr/Cashell ratios and microstructures along circatidal growth patterns in the oOSL and TZ of 
ontogenetic year three. (A) Semi-quantitative Sr/Cashell maps superimposed on a light microscope image. 
Signal intensity (88Sr+/44Ca+ x 10,000) is given in color code. Circatidal growth lines are indicated by 
white dashed lines. (B–D) Contextualization of microstructure and semi-quantitative Sr/Cashell maps 
across circatidal growth lines in (B) the oOSL, (C) the TZ and (D) the iOSL. Note the exact match 
of varied microstructures and enriched Sr/Cashell ratios. DOG = direction of growth. Scale bar if not 
otherwise indicated represents 1 µm.
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 As revealed by electron microprobe, Sr/Cashell ratios in ontogenetic year three 
measured, on average (all values averaged), 2.5 ± 0.4 mmol/mol. Circatidal growth 
lines contained, on average, 15% more Sr than circatidal increments. The arithmetic 
mean of all studied circatidal growth lines equaled 2.7 ± 0.4 mmol/mol, whereas the 
mean of all studied circatidal increments was 2.3 ± 0.3 mmol/mol (Table 1). The 
same distribution pattern of Sr-enriched circatidal lines and Sr-depleted increments 
persisted in each portion of the OSL, i.e., the oOSL, TZ and iOSL (Fig. 1A), and was 
particularly well observed in sub-region ‘e’ (Fig. 4A). The largest difference between 
lines and increments was 0.6 mmol/mol in the oOSL (Table 1). Furthermore, along 
contemporaneously formed shell portions, Sr/Cashell increased from the iOSL to oOSL 
(Table 1). In one studied transect, however, this trend was not present (Table 1).

 Sulfur-to-calcium ratios (S/Cashell) of ontogenetic year three measured on 
average 2.2 ± 0.4 mmol/mol. Contrasting findings of Sr/Cashell ratios, S/Cashell was 
depleted at circatidal growth lines (mean of all studied circatidal growth lines:  
2.1 ± 0.5 mmol/mol) and enriched within circatidal increments were (mean of all 
studied circatidal increments: 2.3 ± 0.3 mmol/mol). When the studied portions of 
the iOSL-oOSL-transects were individually analyzed, S/Cashell ratios were enriched 
in increments by up to 0.5 mmol/mol (= 30%) in eight out of nine cases (Table 1). In 
comparison with Sr/Cashell the distribution pattern of enriched circatidal increments and 
depleted circatidal growth lines was less distinct (Fig. 4B). No significant correlation 
was found between S/Cashell and Sr/Cashell in any of the studied shell portions (compare 
Figs. 4A and B).
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Fig. 4. Quantitative (A) Sr/Cashell and (B) S/Cashell ratios of 71 consecutively measured circatidal growth 
lines (= black squares) and growth increments (= grey squares) of sub-region ‘e’. Each data point 
represents the arithmetical mean of 5 EPMA spot measurements (see sketch). Error bars represent 1σ 
standard deviation. Data is plotted in direction of growth (= DOG). Boxplots show median, 25% and 
75% quantiles of averaged data of circatidal increments and growth lines.

Table 1. Quantitative Sr/Cashell and S/Cashell ratios of circatidal growth structures measured within the 
growing season of 2010. Absolute (= Abs) and relative (= Rel) differences between circatidal growth 
lines (= GL) and increments (= Inc) are calculated for regions and corresponding sub-regions. Grey 
background if higher ratios were measured in growth lines; no background color if ratios were higher 
in increments. Asterisk marks statistical significant (2-way t-test) differences.
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n
Sr/Ca S/Ca

Sub-
region

n
Sr/Ca S/Ca

Region Average ± 1SD 
[mmol/mol] 

Average ± 1SD 
[mmol/mol]

I

a

All 9 1.9 ± 0.2 2.1 ± 0.4
GL 4 2.0 ± 0.2 2.0 ± 0.3
Inc 5 1.8 ± 0.2 2.2 ± 0.4

Abs. difference 0.1 0.2
Rel. difference 7% 8%

All 27 2.3 ± 0.4 2.4 ± 0.2

b

All 9 2.4 ± 0.4 2.4 ± 0.5
GL 15 2.4 ± 0.4 2.3 ± 0.2 GL 4 2.6 ± 0.2 2.3 ± 0.5
Inc 12 2.1 ± 0.2 2.5 ± 0.3 Inc 5 2.2 ± 0.2 2.6 ± 0.2
Abs. difference 0.3 0.2 Abs. difference 0.5 0.4
Rel. difference 14% 8% Rel. difference 17% 17%

c

All 9 2.5 ± 0.3 2.6 ± 0.6
GL 4 2.7 ± 0.1 2.5 ± 0.3
Inc 5 2.2 ± 0.2 2.6 ± 0.2

Abs. difference 0.5* 0.2
Rel. difference 17% 6%

II

d

All 16 2.3 ± 0.3 2.3 ± 0.3
GL 5 2.4 ± 0.3 2.3 ± 0.3
Inc 5 2.2 ± 0.3 2.3 ± 0.2

All 87 2.5 ± 0.3 2.3 ± 0.1 Abs. difference 0.3 0.01
GL 44 2.7 ± 0.4 2.2 ± 0.4 Rel. difference 10% 1%
Inc 43 2.3 ± 0.2 2.4 ± 0.0

e

All 71 2.8 ± 0.4 2.2 ± 0.4
Abs. difference 0.4* 0.2* GL 35 3.0 ± 0.3 2.1 ± 0.5
Rel. difference 15% 9% Inc 36 2.5 ± 0.2 2.4 ± 0.3

Abs. difference 0.5* 0.3*
Rel. difference 17% 13%

III

f

All 8 2.0 ± 0.3 2.1 ± 0.4
GL 5 2.2 ± 0.1 2.1 ± 0.5
Inc 3 1.8 ± 0.3 2.0 ± 0.2

Abs. difference 0.4* 0.1
Rel. difference 18% 3%

All 24 2.3 ± 0.3 1.9 ± 0.1

g

All 8 2.6 ± 0.4 1.9 ± 0.2
GL 15 2.5 ± 0.3 1.9 ± 0.2 GL 5 2.8 ± 0.2 1.9 ± 0.2
Inc 9 2.1 ± 0.3 2.0 ± 0.1 Inc 3 2.2 ± 0.2 1.9 ± 0.2
Abs. difference 0.4* 0.1 Abs. difference 0.6* 0.1
Rel. difference 16% 5% Rel. difference 20% 3%

h

All 8 2.3 ± 0.3 1.8 ± 0.4
GL 5 2.4 ± 0.3 1.6 ± 0.3
Inc 3 2.2 ± 0.3 2.1 ± 0.4

Abs. difference 0.2 0.5
Rel. difference 9% 30%
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3.3 Sr/Cashell and S/Cashell ratios at annual growth lines

In the vicinity of annual growth lines studied in the iOSL, semi-quantitative element 
maps revealed strong Sr/Cashell enrichments (Fig. 5). Highest values were associated 
with minor microstructural changes, i.e., larger 3rd-order lamellae (Figs. 5B+C).  
Sr/Cashell ratios at annual growth lines measured between 3.1 and 4.0 mmol/mol and 
thus consistently exceeded ratios determined at circatidal growth lines (Table 2). 
Lowest values (1.3 – 1.4 mmol/mol) were measured shortly after the annual growth line 
confirming qualitative observations (Figs. 5+6). In contrast to circatidal growth lines, 
S/Cashell values were typically highest near the annual growth lines (3.8 – 4.8 mmol/mol) 
and considerably lower in the adjacent shell portions (Figs. 5+6). As in the case of 
Sr/Cashell, highest S/Cashell ratios occurred without a major change of the predominant 
microstructure. Variations of Sr/Cashell and S/Cashell at annual growth lines were 
significantly positively correlated (0.34 < r² < 0.75; p < 0.01; Fig. 6).
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Fig. 5. Semi-quantitative and quantitative Sr/Cashell and S/Cashell ratios across the annual growth line 
of winter 2012/2013. (A) Schematic illustration of shell layers, annual growth layers and the sampled 
region. Annual growth lines are indicated by dashed black lines, transitions between the different shell 
layers by black doted lines. (B) Semi-quantitative Sr/Cashell maps. Annual growth line is indicated by 
white dashed line. Signal intensity (88Sr+/44Ca+ x 10,000) is given in color code. (C) Contextualization 
of microstructure and Sr/Cashell ratios across annual growth line. (D+E) Microprobe spots measured 
across annual growth line. Quantitative Sr/Cashell (D) and S/Cashell ratio (E) of each spot is listed in 
tabular form. DOG = direction of growth. Scale bar if not otherwise indicated represents 5 µm.
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Region IV

2010/2011

Region V

2011/2012

Region VI

2012/2013

Sample 
number

Sr/Ca S/Ca
Sample 
number

Sr/Ca S/Ca
Sample 
number

Sr/Ca S/Ca
Average ± 1SD Average ± 1SD Average ± 1SD

[mmol/mol] [mmol/mol] [mmol/mol]

1 1.6 ± 0.1 2.6 ± 0.6 1 1.8 ± 0.2 2.7 ± 0.8 1 1.2 ± 0.4 2.1± 0.5
2 1.7 ± 0.5 2.6 ± 0.4 2 1.8 ± 0.3 2.6 ± 0.6 2 1.3 ± 0.4 1.8 ± 0.6
3 1.9 ± 0.4 3.1 ± 0.6 3 1.9 ± 0.6 3.1 ± 0.8 3 1.4 ± 0.3 1.9 ± 0.6
4 1.8 ± 0.6 2.9 ± 0.5 4 2.2 ± 0.4 3.1 ± 0.7 4 1.2 ± 0.4 2.1 ± 0.8
5 2.2 ± 0.8 3.8 ± 0.9 5 2.0 ± .4 3.8 ± 0.3 5 1.3 ± 0.4 1.9 ± 0.2
6 3.3 ± 0.7 3.5 ± 0.3 6 2.0 ± 0.2 3.5 ± 0.4 6 1.5 ± 0.3 2.5 ± 0.6 
7 1.7 ± 0.5 3.5 ± 0.7 7 2.3 ± 0.6 4.1 ± 0.9 7 1.5 ± 0.6 2.5 ± 0.4
8 2.2 ± 0.5 3.8 ± 1.0 8 1.5 ± 0.5 2.7 ± 0.3 8 1.5 ± 0.3 2.6 ± 0.3
9 1.7 ± 0.4 3.0 ± 0.9 9 1.6 ± 0.5 3.3 ± 1.0 9 1.9 ± 0.4 3.2 ± 0.4

10 1.8 ± 0.6 3.5 ± 0.7 10 1.5 ± 0.5 3.2 ± 0.9 10 1.3 ± 0.5 1.6 ± 0.5
11 2.8 ± 0.6 3.2 ± 0.5 11 2.4 ± 0.7 4.0 ± 0.7 11 1.4 ± 0.3 2.8 ± 0.4
12 1.9 ± 0.2 3.3 ± 0.6 12 1.7 ± 0.2 3.3 ± 0.4 12 2.6 ± 0.6 3.4 ± 1.0
13 1.4 ± 0.5 2.6 ± 0.9 13 1.4 ± 0.3 3.1 ± 0.7 13 2.8 ± 0.6 4.2 ± 0.6
14 1.6 ± 0.5 3.1 ± 0.3 14 1.4 ± 0.4 2.9 ± 0.8 14 2.6 ± 0.5 3.9 ± 0.7
15 1.8 ± 0.5 3.1 ± 0.4 15 2.4 ± 0.9 3.3 ± 0.5 15 4.0 ± 0.6 4.6 ± 0.7
16 1.5 ± 0.3 3.0 ± 0.8 16 1.9 ± 0.5 3.7 ± 0.7 16 2.6 ± 0.5 4.8 ± 0.9
17 1.6 ± 0.3 2.3 ± 0.5 17 1.3 ± 0.4 3.0 ± 0.3 17 1.5 ± 0.5 3.9 ± 1.0
18 1.8 ± 0.2 2.8 ± 0.3 18 1.9 ± 0.5 3.0 ± 0.5 18 1.4 ± 0.3 2.2 ± 0.8
19 1.6 ± 0.3 2.8 ± 0.5 19 1.7 ± 0.5 3.3 ± 0.7 19 1.3 ± 0.3 2.1 ± 0.4
20 1.8 ± 0.4 2.9 ± 0.9 20 1.8 ± 0.6 3.6 ± 0.6 20 1.4 ± 0.4 1.6 ± 0.4
21 1.7 ± 0.3 3.0 ± 0.8 21 2.4 ± 0.5 3.9 ± 0.5 21 1.3 ± 0.4 1.3 ± 0.7
22 1.6 ± 0.5 2.5 ± 0.4 22 3.1 ± 0.6 3.8 ± 0.9 22 1.0 ± 0.3 1.5 ± 0.6
23 1.7 ± 0.2 2.5 ± 0.7 23 2.3 ± 0.4 3.6 ± 1.0 23 1.0 ± 0.6 1.6 ± 0.4
24 1.4 ± 0.3 2.0 ± 0.7 24 2.9 ± 0.8 3.9 ± 0.5 24 1.2 ± 0.4 1.6 ± 0.5

25 2.2 ± 0.8 4.1 ± 1.1 25 1.1 ± 0.4 1.6 ± 0.4
26 1.6 ± 0.2 3.1 ± 0.9
27 1.3 ± 0.2 2.4 ± 0.5

Table 2. Quantitative Sr/Cashell and S/Cashell ratios across annual growth lines of 2010/2011  
(= region IV), 2011/2012 (= region V) and 2012/2013 (= region VI), respectively. Each sample number 
represents the arithmetic mean of 6 to 8 EPMA spot measurements arranged in a line approximately 
parallel to the annual growth line, i.e. perpendicular to the direction of growth (see Figs. 1A+F and  
Figs. 5D+E for orientation). Sample numbers increase with direction of growth. Approximate position 
of the annual growth line is depicted by grey background.
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Fig. 6. Sr/Cashell and S/Cashell variations across annual growth lines (A = 2010/2011; B = 2011/2012; 
C = 2012/2013). Each sample number represents the arithmetic mean of 6 to 8 spots arranged in a 
line approximately parallel to the annual growth line (see Figs. 1A+F and Figs. 5D+E for orientation). 
Mean values are plotted with direction of growth (= DOG; perpendicular to the growth line). Error 
bars represent 1σ standard deviation. Grey bar indicates approximate position of annual growth line  
(= AGL). (B, D, F) Cross-plots of data shown in (A, C, E).
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4 Discussion

Results of this study clearly demonstrated that Sr – on the lower micrometer-scale 
– was heterogeneously distributed in the shell of C. edule. Strontium was strongly 
enriched at the circatidal and annual growth lines and depleted in growth increments. 
Such changes were clearly linked to the shell architecture. Sulfur-to-calcium ratios of 
the shell also showed microstructure-related fluctuations. Lowest S/Cashell values were 
generally determined at circatidal growth lines, highest values at annual growth lines. 
Similar links between microstructure and trace chemistry have also been reported from 
corals (Meibom et al., 2008) and other bivalve species (Lazareth et al., 2003; Schöne 
et al., 2013; Shirai et al., 2014). With a coarser sampling resolution (e.g., LA-ICP-MS 
or wet chemical analysis of micromilled shell portions), the sharp geochemical 
variations at the micrometer-scale would have remained unnoticed. Yet, knowing 
the Sr/Cashell distribution patterns and their causes is an important prerequisite for 
establishing Sr/Ca as a temperature proxy in bivalves. It can also help to devise new 
sampling strategies.

4.1. Controls on the distribution of Sr/Cashell at growth lines and increments

4.1.1 Water temperature and Sr/Cawater

The abrupt and strong increase of Sr/Cashell at the circatidal growth lines, specifically 
in the oOSL, can certainly not be explained by changes of temperature or Sr/Cawater. 
Since Sr/Ca of the shell and water are positively correlated (Chen et al., 2015; Zhao et 
al., 2016) and the distribution coefficients for Sr/Cashell of C. edule and other bivalve 
species are typically low, i.e., KD

Sr/Ca = 0.2 (Gillikin et al., 2005; Füllenbach et al., 
2015), the observed average change of Sr/Cashell by 0.4 mmol/mol would require a 
concurrent rise of Sr/Cawater by 2 mmol/mol (= 0.4 / 0.2 mmol/mol) – within one tidal 
cycle. However, at the study site Sr/Cawater values varied by less than ca. 0.6 mmol/mol 
during a one year-long monitoring experiment (Füllenbach et al., 2015). Furthermore, 
according to Dodd and Crisp (1982), Sr/Cawater typically remains fairly conservative 
over long time-scales above a salinity of 10, and the salinity at the study site rarely 
dropped below 28 (Füllenbach et al., 2015). Thus, it is impossible to explain the strong 
Sr/Cashell variations by short-term changes of the water chemistry.

 Likewise, required temperature changes would be unrealistically large. Given 
a negative correlation between temperature and Sr/Cashell in C. edule (Hallam and 
Price, 1968) and a temperature sensitivity of -0.02 mmol/mol/°C (Füllenbach et al., 
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2015), the average 0.4 mmol/mol shift in Sr/Cashell at the circatidal increments would 
imply a temperature drop during low tide by 20 °C. Even larger changes in Sr/Cawater 

and/or water temperature were needed to produce the Sr/Cashell increase at the winter 
lines.

4.1.2. Crystal kinetics and shell growth rate

Kinetic effects may serve as another explanation for the strong Sr-enrichment at the 
growth lines. For example, Gaetani and Cohen (2006) reported a positive correlation 
between crystal precipitation rate and the incorporation of Sr2+ into abiogenic aragonite. 
Since crystal kinetics of C. edule shells have not been determined, shell growth rate 
may serve as a proxy for kinetic effects. If Sr levels were controlled by kinetic effects, 
shell portions formed during fastest growth would contain the highest Sr/Cashell values. 
Evidently, this is not the case (Figs. 3A+4A). Circatidal growth increments (= period 
of fast growth) contain less Sr than circatidal growth lines (periods of slow growth) 
(Figs. 3A+4A). Furthermore, due to the shell curvature and the shape of the ventral 
margin, shell portions of the iOSL and TZ grow slower than contemporaneous portions 
of the oOSL. Therefore, one would expect gradually rising Sr levels along isochronous 
shell portions from the myostracum toward the outer shell surface. However, this was 
only the case in two of the three studied transects (Table 1).

4.1.3. Biomineralization processes and shell microstructures

Sano et al. (2012) and Hori et al. (2015) also found distinct changes of Sr levels on 
the intra-annual time-scale in the giant clam, Tridacna derasa. Microgrowth lines that 
were formed during night showed ca. 0.4 to 0.7 mmol/mol higher Sr/Cashell values than 
fast-growing microgrowth increments precipitated during daytime. Sano et al. (2012) 
explained this finding with the variable activity of Ca2+-ATPase. During periods 
of rapid biomineralization and higher metabolic rate, increased enzyme-mediated 
transmembrane transport of Ca2+ ions toward the EPS diluted the Sr2+ concentration 
in the calcifying fluids, therefore Sr/Cashell values can be used as proxy for daily light 
cycle. However, during night, the Ca2+-ATPase activity was strongly reduced resulting 
in a relative increase of Sr2+ in the calcifying fluid and thus in the shell portions formed 
during that time. A similar mechanism may also account for the chemical variation 
observed in the shell of C. edule.

 However, considering the changes in S/Cashell and the close coupling between 
Sr/Cashell and microstructure we favor an alternative model. The amount and type 
of trace impurities incorporated into the shell is primarily controlled by organic 
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macromolecules, and to a lesser extent by the concentration of these ions in the calcifying 
fluid. For example, peptides have been demonstrated to increase the concentration of 
magnesium in abiogenically precipitated calcite by lowering the dehydration enthalpy 
of the Mg2+ which facilitated the uptake of this cation (Stephenson et al., 2008). The 
strong biological control over element uptake and incorporation into the shell also 
becomes evident when the chemical compositions of the shell, the fluid in the EPS and 
ambient water are compared. The fluid in the EPS of marine bivalves reportedly has 
nearly the same composition with regard to trace and minor elements as the ambient 
seawater, but the chemistry of the shell differs significantly from that of the seawater 
and EPS (Klein et al., 1996; Gillikin et al., 2005; Poulain et al., 2015). Sr2+ is depleted 
in the shell, although much larger proportions of this element could potentially 
be accommodated in the crystal lattice of aragonite as demonstrated by abiogenic 
precipitation experiments (Gaetani and Cohen, 2006). Higher strontium levels at the 
growth lines could therefore indicate that the biological control mechanisms tailed off 
permitting more Sr2+ ions being incorporated into the biomineral during periods of 
slow growth. The bivalve may achieve this by synthesizing organic substances with 
different relative concentrations. Seasonal changes of the organochemical composition 
of the calcifying fluid have been documented, for example, for the bivalve Anodonata 
cygnea (Moura et al., 2000), and ontogenetic changes in A. islandica (Goodfriend 
and Weidman, 2001). Likely, such changes also occur on a sub-daily basis. Support 
for the assumption of a modified biochemical composition in the EPS during times 
of growth line formation and overall lower metabolic rates comes from concurrent 
changes in shell sulfur content. Sulfur is an important constituent of some of the 
organic macromolecules in the EPS (e.g. polysaccharides Dauphin, 2002) and can 
therefore serve as a proxy for organics (Dauphin et al., 2003).

 It may also be possible that organic macromolecules in the EPS exert 
an indirect control over the incorporation of strontium into the shell. Proteins are 
known to control the formation of specific shell microstructures (Marin et al., 2012) 
whose units most likely possess different crystallographic orientations. In turn, the 
crystallographic orientation of the microstructural units affects the amount of trace 
elements that can be adhesively bound to mineral phase because different crystal 
faces can accommodate different amounts of foreign ions (Rimstidt et al., 1998). In 
the studied shell, portions with more distinct changes of the microstructure, i.e., the 
oOSL and TZ, showed more abrupt shifts of the Sr content than portions with weaker 
microstructural modifications, i.e., the iOSL. Noteworthy, the elevated Sr/Cashell levels 
in the shell were always associated with larger microstructural units (Figs. 3+5).

 Furthermore, the organic phase of the EPS may affect the incorporation of Sr2+ 

into aragonite without interfering with the ions themselves. Since the incorporation 
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of small amounts of organics are known to alter the crystal lattice of biologically 
formed aragonite (Pokroy et al., 2004; Zolotoyabko and Pokroy, 2007; Younis et al., 
2012), a slight variation of the crystallographic unit cell may change the amount of 
co-precipitated strontium. Potentially, some macromolecules of the EPS which are 
produced during the formation of the growth lines facilitate the incorporation of Sr2+ 
ions by modifying the crystal lattice.

4.2 Sr/Cashell enrichment at circatidal and annual growth lines

On average, Sr/Cashell values at the annual growth lines were 30% higher than at 
circatidal growth lines (compare Table 1 and 2). At first glance, this is surprising 
because an annual growth line consists of a series of densely crowded circatidal growth 
increments and lines, i.e., a mixture of Sr-enriched and Sr-depleted shell portions. One 
would therefore expect a Sr/Cashell value at the annual growth line plotting somewhere 
between the average values measured at circatidal growth lines and increments. 
Apparently, the biomineralization processes change seasonally as previously noted for 
A. cygnea by Moura et al. (2000). Circatidal and annual growth lines not only differ in 
respect to Sr content, but also in their S/Cashell values (compare Table 1 and 2). While 
S/Cashell ratios at circatidal growth lines were low compared to the adjacent circatidal 
increments, sulfur concentrations near the annual growth lines were strongly enriched, 
even more than circatidal increments. Most likely, the organic composition of the EPS 
underwent significant changes during winter and contained a relative larger amount 
of sulfur-bearing substances that facilitated directly or indirectly the incorporation of 
Sr2+ in the inorganic phase of the biomineral.

4.3 Implications for future analysis of Sr/Cashell

Micrometer-scale, shell architecture-related variations of trace impurities in relation 
to sub-annual growth patterns have so far not been considered – to our knowledge – 
in any bivalve sclerochronological study. The intra-annual Sr/Cashell scatter of ±0.5 
mmol/mol reported Schöne et al. (2013) can at least to some degree be attributed to 
changing Sr levels at growth lines and increments. Analyses of sample spots covering 
a larger number of circatidal (or daily) growth lines would return higher Sr/Cashell 

values than those covering more circatidal (or daily) growth increments. The error 
induced by averaging chemical data from portions with different microstructures may 
partly explain why the correlation between temperature and Sr/Cashell was quite low 
in many existing studies (~R2 < 0.4; Takesue and van Geen, 2004; Carré et al, 2006; 
Füllenbach et al., 2015).
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 A stronger correlation between Sr/Cashell and temperature can likely be 
identified in shells with less microstructural variability. In fact, Zhao et al. (2016) 
recently presented such data for C. fluminea specimens that were reared under 
laboratory conditions. These authors reported an explained variability of nearly  
50%. The microstructure of the shell portions that formed under artificial conditions 
deviated significantly from those formed in nature. Growth lines were only faintly 
developed and the shell microstructure (crossed-lamellar structures) hence nearly 
invariant. Similar observations were reported by Richardson et al. (1980) for artificially 
grown C. edule specimens. Presumably, the stronger correlation was a result of a more 
homogeneous microstructure and more homogeneous distribution of Sr.

 Considering the findings herein, subsequent studies should (i) complete 
chemical measurements within the same shell layer and the same overall microstructure, 
i.e., the oOSL, TZ or iOSL of C. edule. (ii) The sampling resolution should be 
adapted to the size of the microgrowth structures so that Sr/Cashell levels in circatidal 
increments and lines are determined separately. (iii) To study the relationship with 
temperature and determine the temperature sensitivity, Sr/Cashell values of circatidal 
increments and lines as well as annual growth lines should then be plotted separately. 
(iv) If the temperature sensitivities of Sr/Cashell from circatidal increments, circatidal 
and annual growth lines are the same, it is possible to compute a mathematical model 
that can be used to correct data which were taken with lower sampling resolution and 
which cover different fractions of Sr-enriched lines and increments. If the temperature 
sensitivities of the different growth structures differ from each other, a lower sampling 
resolution is not advised. The data from the three growth structures must be then be 
treated separately and the chemical composition measured with the appropriate spatial 
resolution. To apply these strategies to other species, subsequent studies are required 
which determine the chemical heterogeneity of other bivalve species.

5 Summary and Conclusions

The Sr/Cashell levels of C. edule were strongly linked to the shell microstructure. 
Since the latter varied on small spatial scales, Sr/Cashell ratios were heterogeneously 
distributed across the shell. Sr was strongly enriched at circatidal growth lines and 
depleted in circatidal growth increments. Highest Sr levels occurred at annual growth 
lines. Near the outer shell surface, the Sr levels increased abruptly at the growth lines. 
Further inside of the shell near the myostracum, however, the Sr content fluctuated more 
gradually and microstructural changes at the growth lines were less pronounced. As a 
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general feature of elevated Sr concentration at growth lines was larger microstructural 
units. The distribution of sulfur was also inhomogeneous. Lowest S/Cashell levels 
were recorded at ciractidal growth lines and highest at annual growth lines. The close 
link between Sr/Cashell, shell architecture and S/Cashell (as an indicator of composition  
and / or concentration of the organic matrix) suggests that microstructures or 
mechanisms in charge of their formation control the incorporation of strontium into 
the shells of this species.

 It is therefore advised to measure the strontium content in the same shell 
layer and same overall microstructure and interpret the data from different growth 
structures separately. Sr/Cashell data from annual growth lines should not be combined 
with those determined at circatidal (or daily) increments and lines. Subsequent 
studies need to determine how the temperature sensitivity of Sr/Cashell from circatidal 
growth lines compares with Sr/Cashell from circatidal growth increments and annual 
growth lines, respectively. If the slopes of the regression lines agree with each other, 
a mathematical model can be constructed to correct Sr/Cashell data which were taken 
with lower sampling resolution and which cover different fractions of Sr-enriched 
lines and increments. Otherwise, the chemical data from different growth structures 
should be interpreted separately from each other.

 Given that previous studies already found a statistically significant relationship 
between Sr/Cashell and water temperature by applying whole (Hallam and Price, 1968) 
and in-situ (= LA-ICP-MS) analyses (Füllenbach et al, 2015), it seems very likely that 
Sr/Cashell-based temperature reconstructions with shells of this species can be further 
improved by modifying the sampling strategies. Subsequent studies should test if 
similar sampling strategies could also help to establish the element-to-calcium-based 
paleothermometry using shells of other bivalve species.
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3.1 Summary & Conclusions

This thesis presents novel approaches to advance temperature reconstructions using 
mollusk shells. Based on detailed studies of shell microstructures (manuscript I) and  
Sr/Lishell ratios (manuscript II), two new potential temperature proxies were proposed. 
Moreover, findings suggest a link between strontium levels and shell microstructures. 
Chemical data should only be compared when they were determined in the same 
microstructure. This strategy may help to improve the reliability of Sr/Cashell-based 
temperature reconstructions (manuscript III). In the following, the central statement 
and a brief summary of the major results are presented for each of the three manuscripts 
that represent this thesis.

a. Manuscript I: 

‘Microstructures in shells of the freshwater gastropod Viviparus viviparus: 
A potential sensor for temperature change?’

Central statement:
Water temperature influenced the appearance of crossed-lamellar microstructures in 
shells of the freshwater gastropod Viviparus viviparus.

To test the influence of different water temperatures on shell microstructures, 
specimens of the freshwater gastropod Viviparus viviparus were exposed to different 
temperature regimes in a six-week-long tank experiment. To facilitate the temporal 
alignment of different shell portions, shells were marked with calcein at the beginning 
of each new experimental period (= new temperature regime).

 During different temperature regimes, crossed-lamellar structures, the 
predominating microstructure in shells of Viviparus viviparus, differed distinctly in 
appearance. Whereas 1st-order lamellae were highly unordered, showed branching and 
sudden stops when formed de novo during cold and highly variable water temperature, 
the same structures were characterized by a uniform and ordered appearance 
when warmer and more stable growth conditions prevailed. When deposited 
onto existing shell material with well-ordered 1st-order lamellae, structures were 
always uniformly ordered irrespective of temperature variability. It is hypothesized 
that the calcification front contains a template that guides the appearance of  
1st-order lamellae. However, when this template is missing and new material is formed 
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de novo, for example at the ventral margin, microstructures are primarily influenced 
by the prevailing environmental conditions. During particular stressful situations, 
such as calcein staining or the removal from habitat, the influence of the template 
seems to be mitigated. In fact, these events initiated the formation of disturbance 
lines, characterized by an evolutionary older and more primitive microstructure  
(= irregular fibrous prisms) that differed distinctly from the surrounding crossed-
lamellar structure.

 Future studies need to evaluate to which extent microstructural variations are 
influenced by other environmental (e.g., food availability) or biological (e.g., growth 
rates) parameters and if other microstructures are likewise sensitive to temperature 
change. Furthermore, it should be tested if results presented here can be confirmed in 
specimens from natural habitats.

b. Manuscript II: 

‘Strontium/lithium ratio in aragonitic shells of Cerastoderma edule 
(Bivalvia) – A new potential temperature proxy for brackish environments’

Central statement:
Sr/Lishell ratios of the studied specimens of Cerastoderma edule were strongly 
correlated to water temperature. It is hypothesized that the normalization of Sr/Cashell 

to Li/Cashell ratios mathematically adjusted for some vital effects that typically hamper 
temperature reconstructions based on element-to-calcium ratios in bivalves.

In order to test if the combination of element-to-calcium ratios is a possibility 
to reconstruct water temperature from trace elements ratios of bivalve shells,  
Sr/Cashell and Li/Cashell ratios of Cerastoderma edule collected from the intertidal 
zone of the North Sea (Schillig, Germany) were determined with sub-annual 
resolution. Using sclerochronological methods, geochemical data of the shells were 
temporally aligned and compared to an extensive dataset of environmental parameters 
(monitoring period = spring 2013 to spring 2014).

 As expected, Sr/Cashell and Li/Cashell ratios of C. edule were severely vitally 
affected. In fact, element-to-calcium ratios of shells significantly underestimated 
respective values of the ambient water and calculated distribution coefficients differed 
distinctly from those determined in synthetic aragonite. Neither growth rates, salinity, 
chlorophyll a or respective element concentrations of the ambient water exerted 
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strong control on the incorporation of both trace elements into the shell. Although, the 
correlation between water temperature and (Sr, Li)/Cashell were statistically significant 
and followed trends expected from abiogenic precipitation experiments or theoretical 
calculations, only Sr/Lishell values were strongly negatively correlated to temperature. 
In fact, when ratios of four individuals were averaged, 81% of the Sr/Lishell variation 
was mathematically explained by water temperature. When this new potential proxy 
was applied to Sr/Lishell ratios of C. edule, it was possible to estimate temperatures 
with an average uncertainty of ±1.5 °C. It is hypothesized that the normalization  
of Sr/Ca to Li/Ca mathematically reduces vital effects that otherwise hamper 
temperature reconstructions based on trace elements.

 However, although temperatures reconstructed based on Sr/Lishell ratios were 
similar to the instrumental record, clear differences were observed, especially close 
to the annual growth lines. These variations might be the result of findings presented 
in manuscript III. Further studies need to evaluate if the newly found proxy is also 
applicable to other bivalve species at other localities and if the same correlation also 
exists in other calcium carbonate polymorphs.

c. Manuscript III: 

‘Minute co-variations of Sr/Ca ratios and microstructures in the aragonitic 
shell of Cerastoderma edule (Bivalvia) – Are geochemical variations on the 
ultra-scale masking potential environmental signals?’

Central statement:
Sr/Cashell ratios in Cerastoderma edule co-varied with microstructural changes 
along annual and circatidal growth patterns. It is likely that microstructures or 
the mechanisms in charge of their formation control the amounts of strontium  
co-precipitated during shell formation.

The third manuscript combines insights from manuscript I and II by means of 
contextualizing ultra-high resolution geochemical (i.e., ion microprobe, NanoSIMS) 
and microstructural analyses across circatidal and annual growth patterns of 
Cerastoderma edule collected from the intertidal zone of the North Sea (Schillig, 
Germany).

 Findings of this study demonstrate that strontium and sulfur (analyzed as 
representative for organics) in shells C. edule are heterogeneously distributed and 
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co-vary with microstructural variations associated with annual and circatidal growth 
patterns. Whereas Sr/Cashell ratios were enriched at circatidal and annual growth lines, 
respective values were considerably lower in portions between consecutive growth 
lines, i.e., in increments. Sr/Cashell ratios at annual growth lines exceeded those measured 
at circatidal growth lines. Sr levels also differed between the three shell layers, which 
were also characterized by different microstructures. Sulfur-to-calcium ratios (= S/
Ca) were likewise heterogeneously distributed, with highest concentrations measured 
at annual growth lines and within circatidal increments. Abruptly increasing strontium 
levels near circatidal and annual growth lines can neither be explained by variations of 
temperature or strontium levels in the ambient water, nor by abiogenic crystal kinetic 
effects. Based on the intimate link between abruptly changing Sr/Cashell, S/Cashell and 
microstructures it is hypothesized that microstructures or the mechanisms in charge 
of their formation likely affect the incorporation of Sr2+ ions into shells of C. edule. 

 The observed small-scale geochemical variations would have remained 
unnoticed if conventional analytical techniques such as LA-ICP-MS or wet chemical 
analysis of milled/drilled samples were applied. In fact, as the average sample size 
(e.g., laser spot ~55 µm; 300 µm drill hole) of these techniques can already be 
larger than a single growth increment, obtained trace element concentrations likely 
represent mixed signals of Sr/Cashell ratios of different growth structures and different 
microstructures. Since strontium levels between consecutively formed circatidal 
growth lines and increments differ by up to 0.9 mmol/mol, averaging Sr/Cashell ratios 
of both growth structures results in Sr/Cashell time-series which are challenging to 
interpret. For example, a potential temperature signal with a temperature sensitivity 
similar to that of abiogenic aragonite (0.04 mmol/mol/°C) would be masked.

 Findings of this manuscript indicate that the usability of Sr/Cashell ratios as 
paleothermometer in C. edule can likely be improved if geochemical analyses are 
limited to portions of the shell that consist of the same microstructure. Additionally, 
measurements should be completed within the same shell layer and sample size should 
match the studied growth structures.

In conclusion, findings of this thesis indicate that:
(i) shell microstructures and Sr/Lishell ratios may potentially serve as alternative 
means to estimate temperature from bivalves with high temporal resolution. However, 
both approaches have to be rigorously tested;
(ii) understanding the distribution of strontium on the sub-micron scale can help 
to make better use of Sr/Cashell as potential temperature proxy;
(iii) accurate temperature reconstructions based on mollusk shells require a detailed 
understanding of the complex processes of their formation.
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3.2 Open questions and future outlook

Testing novel and established environmental proxies on different species, localities 
and shells of different carbonate polymorphs can improve the understanding of how 
universally a proxy can be applied. However, to improve the reliability of temperature 
quantifications from specific shell parameters, such as the geochemical composition, 
it is at least equally important to understand the underlying controlling mechanisms. 
This is especially true for trace elements and shell microstructures, because processes 
controlling properties of these potential proxy systems are complex and barely 
understood. The following lists urgent research topics, which I personally believe 
will help to achieve more accurate paleoclimate estimates. The last paragraph of this 
chapter outlines a more general outlook of how the capabilities of mollusk shells as 
climate archives can be enhanced.

 In my opinion it is inevitable to understand (i) to what extent active and 
passive Ca2+-transport mechanisms also transport impurities such as Sr2+, (ii) to 
what extend vesicles of amorphous calcium carbonate (= ACC) are part of the shell 
formation and which elements they contain, (iii) to which phase (i.e., organic or 
crystal) ions preferentially bind, (iv) if specific crystal faces favor the incorporation 
of specific ions and thus if certain crystallographic orientations are associated with 
higher or lower trace element levels, (v) if organic macromolecules have binding sites 
that attract specific trace element ions, (vi) if and how the concentration of organic 
macromolecules at the biomineralization front changes with ontogeny and season, 
(vii) if and how changes in the crystal lattice are related to higher or lower levels of 
other trace elements. Answering the questions will likely help to differentiate between 
the different parameters that influence the concentrations of trace elements in shells 
and thus to evaluate to which amount these variations are caused by environmental 
factors such as water temperature. In fact, only if a trace element is incorporated into 
the crystal phase, its concentration likely follows trends similar as those in abiogenic 
precipitation experiments. For instance, whereas strontium is known to substitute 
for Ca2+ in the crystal lattice of molluscan aragonite (Foster et al., 2009) and thus 
shows the a similar negative thermodynamic relationship as in abiogenic precipitates 
(Kinsman and Holland, 1969), magnesium is bound to the organic phase of aragonitic 
shells (Schöne et al., 2010) and thus unlikely provide reliable temperature estimates 
in aragonitic shells. However, if shell portions with a high organic content are formed 
during specific seasons, for example during lower or higher temperatures, correlations 
between temperature and the magnesium content might be detected, even though 
there is no true thermodynamic control on the incorporation. Thus, it is particularly 
important to test for these spurious correlations by understanding the processes 
controlling the incorporation of trace elements.
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To advance the application of microstructures as an environmental proxy, I believe 
it is important to study (i) if a quantifiable relationship exists between temperature 
and microstructural variability, (ii) the influence of other factors likely controlling 
microstructures such as food availability, age or growth rate, (iii) the susceptibility of 
microstructures to diagenesis, (iv) the influence of organic templates on the formation 
of microstructures.

 Findings of manuscript III indicate that in order to advance the reliability of 
reconstructed temperatures from mollusk shells, it is of utmost importance to gain 
a more detailed understanding of the archive, i.e. the shell, itself. This includes 
understanding shells not as simple instrumental recorders, but as products of biological 
processes (Willbur and Saleuddin, 1983). Thereby, it is important to acknowledge that 
the formation of mollusk shell material does not occur via simple precipitation from 
a calcium carbonate-supersaturated fluid, but is a prime example for mineralization 
occurring under full biological control (Marin et al., 2012) – a process, which is 
in focus of an own research area known as biomineralization (see Lowenstam and 
Weiner, 1981; Dove et al., 2004 and Cuif et al., 2011 for comprehensive reviews). 
In comparison to analytical methods used in sclerochronology, biomineralogical 
analyses of bivalve shells typically focus on the interplay between specific organic 
macromolecules and forming crystals on the nano-scale. Although knowledge 
of the biological control of shell formation is still in an early stage, research on 
biomineralization greatly contributed to the understanding of the complex processes 
of shell formation. However, due to the application of high-resolution analytical 
techniques, the big picture can get lost. Sclerochronological analyses on the other 
hand aim to extract environmental information of longer time periods from mollusk 
shells and are thus commonly conducted on larger shell areas. While this is typically 
better achieved with lower sampling resolution, the data are much more complicated to 
interpret and underlying controlling mechanisms are often not sufficiently considered. 

 Since sclerochronology and biomineralization study the same materials, 
both disciplines could greatly benefit from a combined approach. This way, 
sclerochronological findings could help to set biomineralogical results into a broader 
context. In turn, a detailed understanding of biomineralization can help to shed light on 
‘vital effects’ (Urey, 1951; Weiner and Dove, 2003) and thus improve the temperature 
estimates using mollusk shells.
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